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Abstract

Techniques for forecasting hourly load and monthly peak load have been developed

and used at Manitoba Hydro for many years. One part of the methodology involves

temperature-adjusting the historical load data. This process involves fitting piecewise

iinear models to the relationship between temperature and load. In this practicum

we investigate models with one or two knots, or turning points, with the locations of

the knots being either predetermined or estimated from the data. If the knots are

predetermined, then the standard theory for linear models can be utilized. However,

if the knots are estimated from the data, then this involves fitting nonlinear models.

In this latter case, iterative procedures such as "Dud" may be used, and approxi-

mate confidence intervals and regions for unknown parameters may be constructed,

based on linear approximations to the nonlinear problem. In the problems that are

investigated it is shown that the approximate intervals and regions provide good ap-

proximations to the likelihood intervals based on the profile sum of squares functions.

This is due to the fact that there is a small degree of nonlinearity in the model-data

set combinations.

For the data sets considered, the two-knot model with the knots estimated from

the data, appears to provide the best fit. It is also shown that the addition of

variables such as day, year, and month increase the predictive power of the model'

Fbture research in this area will focus on the utilization of these additional variables in

random coefficient, piecewise linear models, in order to provide a better understanding

of the influence of noise factors, such as temperature' on load forecasts'
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Clnapten l-

lntroductior-i. and tverview

1.1 Frearnble

For electrical companies, such as Manitoba Hydro, it is very important to be able to

accurateiy forecast the amount of power that they will need to produce at a particular

point in time. Capacity in excess of that required by domestic customers is becoming

increasingly more valuable, as excess capacity can be sold to other utilities. The

value of excess capacity is dependent on when it is sold, and accurate prediction

of anticipated demand is critical in maximizing the value of any excess. Effective

cost-benefit analysis requires reliable assessments of the uncertainties associated with

predictions of excess capacity, and achieving a good understa¡rding of the influence of

temperature and other noise factors on predictions is particularly crucial. Estimates of

future load requirements affect many management decisions. Areas that are affected

include capital investment in generation, transmission and distribution, purchasing

decisions on fuel, and tariffs and revenue calculations [f0].

Techniques for forecasting hourly load and monthly peak loads have been devel-

oped and used at Manitoba Hydro for many years. During this time the models have

undergone a number of changes, and the process has evolved. In the past the tradi-



tional focus has been on forecasting the annual peak, which occurs during the winter

months. Now, however, there are more opportunities for export sales in the summer

months and, as a consequence, there is increased interest in the ability of the current

models to forecast summer monthly peaks. Manitoba Hydro has decided that it is

an appropriate time to examine the statistical properties of the current forecasting

methods, to see whether refinements should be introduced'

As part of this review, the Research and Development Program of Manitoba Hy-

dro awarded a research grant to the Institute of Industrial Mathematical Sciences at

the University of Manitoba for a project titled "Robust Modelling and Prediction of

the Demand for Electrical Power". The primary focus of the research is on achiev-

ing a better understanding of the influence of noise factors on load forecasts. This

practicum forms a part of this research.

1,.2 Scope of the Fracticum

The methods that Manitoba Hydro uses to forecast dema¡rd are complex. The mod-

els use factors such as historical load data, historical temperature data and type of

customer, among others. Moreover, different assumptions are made concerning future

economic, demographic and market conditions, in order to reflect the sensitivity of

demand to each of these factors.

In this practicum we will not be examining Manitoba Hydro's forecasting methods

in detail. Rather, we will look at one aspect of the methodology, which is related to

the need to temperature-adjust the historical load data in some manner.

The methodology that Manitoba Hydro uses for temperature'adjusting the load

data involves fitting piecewise linear models to load-temperature relationships. In this

practicum our primary focus will be on an examination of the nonlinear regression

methods that are utilized for this purpose. An important issue is the extent to which



linear approximation methods can be used for statistical inferences in such problems.

The research in this practicum will play an important role in the larger research

project mentioned above. The intention in the larger project is to use piecewise

linear models for load-temperature relationships, ffi in this practicum, but to also

incorporate random coefficients into the models, in order to capture variability across

other factors. These piecewise linear, random coefficient, models will then be used in

conjunction with historical weather data to examine different weather scenarios, in

order to get an idea of the potential load extremes. This will help to produce reliable

estimates of the uncertainties associated with the forecasts.

1.3 Piecewise Linear Models for Load-Temperature

Relationships

In order to understand the need to temperature-adjust the historical load data, let us

look at a few different plots. Figure 1.1 plots load versus time for the period of April

1, Lgg2 to March 31, 1993, recorded at 6 pm. Now iet us compare this plot with a

plot of temperature versus time for the same time period, given in Figure 1.2.

It is obvious by comparing the two plots that there is some sort of relationship

between load and temperature. Figure 1.3 plots load versus temperature for the same

time period. We can see that the ioad is high for iower and higher temperatures'

There seems to be a "\¡' shape to the plot.

In this practicum the focus is on fitting piecewise iinear models to data such as

that in Figure 1.3. The models considered will have one or two knots, or turning

points. We will tackle several problems concerning these models. Shouid we use one

knot or two knots? Should we fix the knots at certain predetermined temperatures,

or should we estimate the location of the knots from the data? How do we attach

precision to the resulting estimates? For our purposes we will look at all 6 pm data
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Figure 1.3: Plot of load vs. temperature from April L,1992 to March 31, 1993, taken

at 6pm.

from 1gg2 to the present and examine each of these questions in turn. A portion of

the data set is shown in Appendix A, along with an explanation of the variables used.

When we assume that the knots are fixed we have a "linear" model, i.e', a model

that is linear in the unknown parameters. In this linear case, statistical procedures

for estimating parameters, and for constructing confidence intervals and confidence

regions for the unknown parameters are standard and well-known. In chapter 2 we

introduce the linear case, and fit one and two knot models to the 6 pm data using

the least-squares criterion. Confidence intervals and regions for unknown parameters

are constructed, and residual plots are examined in order to assess the adequacy of

the models.

When the knots are estimated from the data, however, we have a "nonlinear"

model, because the model is nonlinear in the unknown parameters. In this nonlinear

case, statistical procedures are also availabie. However, these procedures are typically

based on linear approximations to the nonlinear models and such approximations may

or may not work well. So one of the questions to be addressed in this practicum is

the adequacy of the inference procedures based on these linear approximations'

10



Another issue in the nonlineaï câse concerns the use of the "Dud" (doesn't use

derivatives) iterative procedure that is typically used for fitiing piecewise linear mod-

els with unknown knots. Approximate confidence intervals and confidence regions

can be constructed in conjunction with the Dud method, but again the adequacy of

the approximations needs to be addressed'

In chapter 3 we introduce the nonlinear regression models, and use iterative non-

linear least-squares procedures to fit these models to the 6 pm data. Approximate

confidence intervals and confidence regions are also constructed. In chapter 4 these

approximate intervals are compared to more appropriate likelihood intervals and re-

gions based on the profile sums of square functions. In chapter 4 we also discuss the

advantages and disadvantages of the linear and nonlinear cases.

In chapter 5 we briefly look at modifications to the models that incorporate other

variables such as day of the week, year and month, in an additive fashion. The

intention is not to choose a final model, but rather to see which of the additional

variables might be important in subsequent research on random coefficient models,

as mentioned above.

Finally in chapter 6 we give some concluding remarks and discuss some of the

further work that could be done'



Chapter 2

F îttîng Piecewise $,åyrear Vlodels Witkå

Fredeterrnined Knots-The Linear

Case

2.1, Introduction

One of our main goals is to study the relationship between load and temperature

in the Manitoba Hydro data. In this chapter we use piecewise linear models with

predetermined knots to describe the relationship between load and temperature. With

the knots being fixed, we have a "linear" model. what we mean by "linear" is that

the models are linear in the parameters. For this linear case, well-known statistical

procedures to construct confidence intervals and confidence regions for the unknown

parameters are used. In section 2.2 linear regression is introduced. We look at

how general piecewise linear models with one or two predetermined knots can be fit

to the data. In section 2.3 we introduce the least squares procedure, which is the

method most widely used to choose appropriate parameter estimates for regression

models. We also show how to construct confidence intervals for our parameters.



ln section 2.4 we fit a piecewise linear model with one fixed knot to 6pm data of

load versus temperature. We then study the residuals to determine if our model

assumptions are met. Then in section 2.5 we fit a piecewise linear model with two

fixed knots to the same data. Again, we study the residuals and see if the assumptions

for our two knot model are valid.

2.2 T,inear Regression in General

We use regression analysis to predict one quantitative variable based on its relation-

ship with another quantitative variable [7] A simple example of a regression model

is the straight line relationship between a pair of variables. The model can be written

as follows,

u¿: 0o I Bp¡ * e¿, (2.1)

where g¿ is the value of the response variable,

Bs and þ1 ate unknown Parameters,

ø¿ is a known indePendent variable,

e¿ is a random error term,

'i:Lr...Tt,

n:number of observations.

We assume E(e¿) - 0 and Var(e¿) - o2, where o2 denotes the variance in the model.

We may write model 2'L in matrix form as follows,

y:xþ+e, (2.2)



where y is an n x L vector of responses and has the form

v-

Ut

Uz

Un

X is r¿ x 2 and is often called the derivative matri" [1]. As we will see later the

derivative matrix is very important when it comes to inference in iinear regression.

For model 2.1 the derivative matrix has the following form

B is a 2 x 1 parameter vector. For model 2'L ít has the form

rl
p:l po 

I

Lp'l

Finally e is an n x ! vector of random elroIs. It has the form

X-

c-

Irt

Lrz

Lrn

€1

€2

un

As before, we assume E(e):0 and Cou(e): o2I, where I is the identity matrix'



We say that model 2.1 is linear in the parameters. This means that the derivatives

with respect to any of the parameters are independent of atl of the parameters [1]'

Linear models take many forms. One form that is of particular interest to us

in this paper is what is known as a piecewise iinear model. We encounter piecewise

linear models when the regression of A on r follows a particular linear relation in some

range of z, but follows a different linear relation elsewhere. The linear relation we

are interested in begins with a negative slope, reaches some fixed point, or knot, we

denote as ø, at which point the slope of the regression line changes to being positive'

The model for that piecewise linear regression with fixed knot is as follows,

u¿: 0o * þfi¿ -l 0z(r¿ - a)zo I e¿, (2.3)

where

,^rr:{ ifr¿>a,

otherwise.

1,

0,

For notational purposes, in the rest of the practicum, we will supress the t¿ in z"(r¿)

and remember that zo is a function of. r¿'

Writing model 2'3 in the matrix form y : xP * e we obtain

€1

€2

êçn

+

þo

þt

0z

trt

Lrz

Lnn

Ut

Az

Un

(r1- a)zo

(r2 - a)zo

(rn - a)zo

(2.4)

In 2.3 and2.4, zois an indicator variable, also known as a heaviside step function,

which forces the change in slope in the model. In combination with the form of the

modei, zo also insures that the function is continuol'Js at ri: a,-

10



When r¿ ) ú, za: ! and model 2'3 becomes

a¿: (þo - aþz) + (þt i 0z)r¿ * e¿,

on the other hand, when r¿ 1 o,, za: 0 and we obtain

(2.5)

a¿: 0o * þP¿ I e¿, (2.6)

which is our simple linear regression model 2.1'

We can also extend 2,3 Lo a piecewise iinear model with two or more fixed knots.

For example, the slope of our regression line may change twice at predetermined knots

of ø and ó. The model follows a negative slope up to ø, then changes to a horizontal

reiation with slope equal to zero. It then reaches ó, where a positive siope exists from

there. Our model then has the form

a¿: 0o * þñ¿ - þt(r¿ - a)zo * þz(r¿ - b)26 * e¿, (2.7)

where

and

(
| 1, if.r¿>a,

La- \

I o, otherwise,(

(
| 1, if r¿>b,

- _tþb-\
I o. otherwise.\

matrix form, we obtain

! rt - (rt - a)zo @1- b)26

! nz - (r, - a)zo @2 - b)26

'! 
nn - (rr* - a)zo @, - b)26

Or, again writing in

ol

€2

Çn

',,,).

Ut

Uz

Un

11

(2.8)



FYom 2.7 we notice that when n¿ S a, both zo and z6 are zero. The model then

becomes

a¿: þo I |fi¿ * e¿, (2.9)

which is the simple linear regression model given in 2'L. When a 1 r¿ 1 b, zo - 7

and z6: 0, and 2.7 becomes

a¿: 0o I Bp I e¿, (2.10)

which gives us the horizontal portion of the model. Finally when r¿ ) b, both zo and

26 a,re equal to one, and we obtain

A¿: þo * þtø * 0zr¿ - B2b * e¿, (2.11)

which forces the relationship between E and ø to have a positive slope.

This section briefly introduced iinear regression analysis and how we can build

models to describe relationships between two quantitative variables. In particular we

looked at piecewise linear models in which changes in slope in the relationship exist.

Models 2.3 and 2.7 wiII be used when we look at the relationship between load and

temperature in the Manitoba Hydro problem.

2.3 T,east Squares Estimation and trnf,erence

The goal of regression analysis is to use the data to estimate the unknown regression

parameters. We need a logical method to find these parameters. One method that

is used more extensively than any other estimation procedure is the method of least

squares [5].

L2



For the basic linear model given by 2.L, the expected value of g¿ given ø is

E(au) : Bs * Bp¡ (2'12)

The method of least squares considers the deviation of g¿ rrom its expected value,

a¿ - @o -r þp¿)' (2.13)

We need to approximale E(g¿) in some logical

mators for Bs *d Ér respectively' We can then

with these estimators to obtain

manner. Imagine Éo and Ér are esti-

replace the model parameters in 2.13

(2.r4)

s(p) : Ð@n- 0o- þr*n)', (2.15)

a¿ - @o + þ.ø¿)'

Result 2.t4 is called the i,th residual, or error, denoted by u¿' If the linear model used

to fit the relationship between E and r is accurate then these random erroIs should

be as small as possible.

The method of least squares is used to choose estimators ¡îs and þ, Lo force the

residuals to be as small as possible. In other words, the idea behind the ieast squares

method is to choose estimators in such a way that the sum of squares of the residuals

given by

is minimized [6]. To achieve ,hir, "": can do long drawn out manual calculations

which become almost impossible once the number of unknown parameters increases

beyond two or three. These calculations involve taking partial derivatives with respect

to each of the parameters, then setting each partial derivative equal to zero and finally

solving for the unknown parameters. These tedious procedures are avoided by using

software packages such as SAS to calculate the parameter estimates'
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In matrix terms, p is the value of B which minimizes S(¡î)

sguares estimate and can be written as

16l P is the least

p: 1x'x)-tx'y. (2.t6)

Under normal assumptions we can show LhaL þ is normally distributed with A(þ) : B

andVar(þ) : o,(X,X)-t [6] füom these results a 1-o marginal confidence interval

for the parameter þ¿, i:0,1, is given bY

p¿ + se(þ¿)t(, - p; alz), (2.17)

where t(n - p;c,lz) is the upper afL qtantile for the Student's ú distribution with

n - p degrees of freedom. The standard error of the parameter estimate is given by

se(þu¡ : (2.18)

with (X,X);l equal to the dúä diagonal term of the (X'X)-1 matrix and

" s(p\ù-) n-p
(2.1e)

which is an estimator for "'16l'
We may also create joint confidence regions for B. A 1 - a joint confidence region

for B is an ellipsoid given bY

(p - p)'X'x(P - P)'<ps2F(p,n-Pid), (2.20)

where F(p,n-p;a) is the upper o quantile for the Fisher's,F distribution with p

and n - p degrees of freedo- [6]'

Inference is an important aspect of linear regression. Creating confidence intervais

s2(X'X);1

14



and confidence regions helps us make conclusions about the behaviour of our unknown

parameters. The method of least squales was introduced in this section as a way to

choose the best possible parameter estimates. we also looked at how confidence

intervals and confidence regions are created. In the next couple of sections, we will

use these notions in the Manitoba Hydro data to examine the relationship between

load and temperature. specifically we will see how piecewise linear models can be

used to fit models to the data.

2.4 Fitting Fiecewise Linear Models lvith One Fre-

determined Knot to Manitoba ÏIydro Ðata

In section 2.2 we briefly looked at piecewise linear models. These modeis are used

to fit data that show changes in slope at a certain point we cailed a knot' we wiil

test if this model is appropriate for the Manitoba Hydro load versus temperature

relationship.

2.4.1, The Model

Figure 2.1 shows us a plot of load versus temperature for data collected everyday at

6pm. When we examine the data, we see that two slopes in the plot exist' There

is what we call a "heating slope", where a negative relationship between load and

temperature exists. We cail this the "heating slope" because at those temperatures

consumers are using hydroelectric power to heat their homes or businesses' This

negative siope reaches a certain point and then changes to a positive slope in the

relationship between load and temperature, which we call the "cooiing slope"' We

name this the ,,cooling slope" because over this ternperature range most consumers

are using hydroelectric power to cool their homes or businesses'

For now, we will consider the knot where the slope changes to be predetermined.
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Figure 2.1: Plot of load vs. tempelature for all data at 6pm.

Manitoba Hydro has suggested using 18"c as the knot. For our pulposes, in this

chapter, we will use Manitoba Hydro's suggestion. Later we will consider the problem

where the location of the knot is unknown, and has to be estimated from the data.

We modify model2.3 by replacing ¿ with our predetermined knot of L8'C. Model2'3

then ca¡r be stated as

A¿: þo I þfi¿ * þz(r¿ - 18)z1s * e¿, (2.21)

where

40

(

11, ifz¿>18,
¿18-\

I o. otherwise.\

In this model E¿ is the ,i¿h value of load and. r¿ is the known i¿b value of temperature.

We can caII Bs a height parameter. The magnitude of the "heating slope" is given by

By, and,Éz is the magnitude of the "cooling slope". Here the derivative matrix, X, has

16



the form
L rt (rt - 18)z1s

! rz (r, - 18)216

! xn (rn - 18)zrs

(2.22)

2.4.2 Least Squares Inference

We will use the least squares procedure to choose appropriate parameter estimates

which minimize the residual sum of squares. That is, choose þ0, þ, and B2 that

minimize

S(P) :itr, - þo - þp¿ - 0r@o - 18)a16)2' (2.23)
i,=L

That means we need to calculate þ: (X'X)-rX/y' Using PROC REG in SAS [11] a

piecewise fit to load versus temperature data is obtained. Part of the SAS code used

is given in Appendix B. Figure2.2 shows us the 6pm data along with the solid line

that represents the piecewise linear fit with one knot at 18'C.

LOñD
4000

t 00o

:':

Figure 2.2: Piecewise linear fit with one predetermined knot for 6pm data.

Flom the PROC REG output in Figure 2.3 we see that the R2 for the piecewise

fit is .2944, which indicates a reasonably good fit. The parameter estimates and
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Sou¡ce

Model
Error
correct€d Total

DF

3133
3135

Source

ModeI

Analysis of Varis¡.ce

Sr:m of Mea-n

Squares Square F Value

499849833 2499249L7 6061.96
129382000 4L297

629231833

Root MSE

Dep€rdêtrt Mea!1

Coeff Var

203.21646
2329.469t8

8.72372

Pr>F

< .0001

R-Square 0.7944
Adj R-sq 0.7942

Variable

BO

B1

B2

DF

I
1

1

Pata.trêt€r Estimat€s

Paraln€t€r Sta¡dard
Estiroat€ Error t Value Pr > ltl

2433.76322 4.12623 589.97 <.0001

-32.85522 0.31076 -t06.72 <.0001

69.27470 1.61908 45.60 <.0001

Figure 2.3: SAS output for piecewise linear fit with one predetermined knot for 6pm

data.

their respective standard errors are

(2433.76,32.86,69'27)', s2 : 4L297

aiso obtained from the output. We have B :

and the degrees of freedom, df : 3133. The

(

11, ifz>18,
zta: \

I o, otherwise.

standard errors of the parameter estimates ate se(þo) - 4.!3, se(þò : 0.31 and

se(þz) : !.52. We see by the individual ú values, that all parameters are significant

and should be all included in the model. The fitted model then can be written as

follows,

û : 2433.76 - 32.86r + 69'27(x - 18)41s, (2.24)

where

using the derivative matrix2.22 we can also calculate the x'x matrix, a.nd the
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(X'X)-t matrix. They are as

i,a'*: 

I

follows,

3136

20913.3

5196.9

20913.3

880072.29

133150.99

5196.9

133150.99

39606.79

and 
[ .ooonr2 -.ooooo328 -.oooo43o
I

(x'x)-' : | -.00000328 .00000234 -.00000743
I

l-.ooooaao -.ooooo743 .oooos5e

Fyom the information given in the SAS output we may now construct marginalgS%

confidence intervals for our parameter estimates. We use 2.L7 with ú(3133; .025) :

1.96. The 95% marginal confidence interval for Bs is

2433.76 + (4.13)(1.e6)

2425.68 < þo

the 95% marginal confidence interval fot By

-32.86 + (0.31)(1.e6)

OI

-33.47<þt<-32.25

and the 95% marginal confidence interval for B2 is

6e.27 + (1.52)(1.e6)

< 244t.85,

is

19



or

66.29< þz<72'25'

we can also construct a joint 95% confidence region for our three parameters' we

use 2.20 with p : 3, s2 : 4L297 and F(3,3133; .05) :2.6!. The joint 95% confidence

region is an ellipsoid given by the foliowing

3136(80 _ 243g'76), + g80o7z'2g(0,+ 32.86)2 + 39606.79 (0, _ 69.27)2 +

418266(00 - 2433.76)(9, + 32.86) + 103e3.8( p0 - 2433'76)(0' - 6e'27)

+266301.98(0' + 32.86) (0, - 6e.27)

: (3)(4L2e7)(2.61) : 323355.51.

2.4.3 '{ssessing The Model

To see if our model is appropriate we can examine the residuals. Plotting the resid-

uals against the predictor variable can teli us whether a linear regression function is

appropriate for the data being analyzed [7]. The plot of the residuals versus temper-

ature given in Figure 2.4 shows a nice random pattern with no apparent deviations

from this pattern. There is no evidence to suggest that our model is inappropriate

here.

Caution must be taken though. The relationship between load and temperature

is definitely far from perfect. This suggests that there might be other variables con-

tributing to the variation in load. Variables such as year, day and month are assumed

to be adding to the variation in load. Later we will touch upon this problem and see

if we can adjust our models to account for these additional variables'

Another assumption we could verify is the normality of the error terms. This can

be done using a normal probability plot. In this plot each residual is plotted against

its expected value under normality [7]. A plot that is linear suggests agreement with
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Figure 2.4: PIot of residuals vs. tempeïature based on piecewise linear fit with one

predetermined knot'

normality, but a plot that departs substantially from linearity suggests non-normality

in the error terms. The normal probability plot for our data is given in Figure 2'5.

-;;;--l-------- -------
I

, t .,0.,, ,,,

Nornal Quaätiles

Figure 2.5: Normal probability plot of residuals'

We can see that there are small departures in the tails, but nothing to concern us. In

general the plot is very nearly linear. Therefore the assumption of normality in the

error terms is supported by the plot. By these two plots we can say that there is no
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evidence that our piecewise model is incorrect'

One problem which we will tackle later is shouid we use a knot at a fixed tempera-

ture of lg"C or should we estimate the knot from the data itself? It is safe to assume

that the knot will be unknown and possibly different from 18"C at 6pm. Aiso, we

could assume that the knot changes depending on the time of day and using 18"c for

all these models could be inappropriate. Later, we will see how nonlinear modeling

can be used to tackle this problem. In the next section we look at the piecewise linear

model again, this time using two fixed knots'

2.6 Fitting Piecewise Linear Models Ivith Two Pre-

determined Knots to Manitoba Ïxydro Ðata

In this section we will extend our discussion of piecewise linear models. Specifically,

instead of one knot we witl fit a piecewise iinear model with two predetermined knots.

Here we reintroduce Figure 2.I as Figure 2.6 and notice that a different fit to the

data is possible. We still have our "heating slope" and "cooling slope", but we ca¡r

LOAD
4000

0

lEt'fP

Figure 2.6: Plot of load vs. temperature for all data at 6pm.

also see that there may be a constant relation between approximately 10'C and 20'C.

t0
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Therefore it is possible to fit a piecewise linear model with knots at 10'c and 20"c

with a horizontal portion between the two knots'

2.5.n The Model

Model 2.7 ismodified by replacing ø and b by 10'c and 20"c respectively' The model

is then

u¿: 0o I þfi¿ - þr(r¿ - 10)a1s + þz(r¿ - 20)z2s * e¿, (2'25)

where

and

(
| 1, if r¿>Lo,

- _)¿10-\
I o, otherwise,\

(

| 1, If r¿>20,
¿20-\

I o. otherwise.\

The derivative matrix, X, has the form

L rt - (", - 10)a1s @t - 20)z2s

! rz - @, - 70)zn @, - 20)z2s

'1 

nn - (rn - t0)z1s (rn - 20)z2s

(2.26)

2.5.2 Least Squares Inference

The procedure to find the parameter estimates is the sarne as before' We use the

method of least squares to choose þ0, 0, and' þ2 that minimizes

n

S(P) :Ð(rn - þo - þp¿-t þr(ru - 10)z1s - gr@u - 20)z2s)2 ' (2'27)

i,=l

Again, this is done by calculating B: (X/X)-tX'y'
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Figure 2.7 shows the piecewise linear fit, obtained from sAS, with knots at 10"c

and 20.c. Again, a portion of the sAS code used is given in Appendix B' The output

LOâD
4000

û.

TEùIP

Figure 2.2: Piecewise linear fit with two predetermined knots for data at 6pm'

from pROC REG in Figure 2.8 gives us an -R2 value for this model to be .7841

indicating a reasonably good fit. we notice, though, that the fit using one knot gave

us a highe r H and,lower sum of squales. This could be due to the fact that for the

piecewise fit with two knots we guessed at what the two knots should be without any

prior information. In the next chapter, when we estimate the knots from the data' we

will compare the two types of piecewise models again. It will probably give us a better

indication of which model fits the data better. The parameter estimates given by the

output are þ : (2372.60, -37.99, 2432)t. The standard errors are se(Bù - 4'08,

se(þt): 0.36 and, se(þ2) : L.62. We also have s2 : 4337L and df : 3133' All

three parameter estimates are significant. Using these parameter estimates, the fitted

piecewise model with two fixed knots is written as follows,

û : 2372'60 - 37 '99r i 37 '99(r - 10)41¡ i 24'32(r - 20)z2s'

24
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Source

Model
E¡ror
Correct€d Tota1

DF

2
3133
3135

Sourcê

Model

Analysis of Varia¡'ce

Sr:m of Mea¡

Squares Square F Va1ue

493350189 246676094 5687.65
136881644 4337L
629231833

Root MSE

Dep€nd€nt Meail
Coeff Var

208.26728
2329.469L8

8 .94016

Pr>F

< .0001

R-Square 0.7841
Adj R-Sq 0.7839

Variabl-e

BO

B1

82

DF

I
1

I

Pata.Eeter Estimates

Pa-ram€t€r Staldard
Egti¡oate Erro¡ t Valu€ Pr > ltl

2372.69601 4.08136 581.32 <.0001

-37.98688 0.36379 -L04.42 <.0001

24.32439 1.62190 16.00 <.0001

zto:

Figure 2.8: SAS output for piecewise linear fit with two predetermined knots for data

at 6pm.

where
if ø > 10,

otherwise,

and
ifr>20,
otherwise.

matrices using 2.26,lheY are

X,X:
3136 5772.6 3453.7

5772.6 380966.5 34537

3453.7 34537 22435.L7

{;

{:
,X)-t

z2o:

We also obtain the X/X and (X
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ând 
l- .ooorsn -.oooooo534 -.oooo58
l

(x'x)-l : | -.000000534 .0000305 -.0000462
I

| -.oooosa -.00000462 .0000607

Again we can construct the 95% marginal confidence intervals for our parameters.

once more we use 2'17 with ú(3133; '025) : 1'96' The 95% marginal confidence

interval for Bs is

2372.60 + (4.08)(i.e6)

or

2364.605þ052380.60,

the 95% marginal confidence interval for B1 is

-37.ee + (0.36)(1.e6)

OI

-38.70<þt<-37.28,

and the 95% marginal confidence interval for B2 is

24.32 + (1.62)(1.e6)

OT

21.14 3 0z 527.50.

We can also construct the 95% joint confidence region for our three parameters.

Using 2.20 with p : 3, s2 : 43371 and F(3,3133; .05) : 2.61. The 95% confidence
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ellipsoid for our parameters is given by the foliowing

3136(80 - 2372.60)' + ¡80g66.5(É, + 37.ss)2 + 22435.t7(0' - 24'32)2 +

11545.2(p0_2372'60)(h+37.99)+6907'A(po_2372'60)(0,-24'32)

+6s07 4(h + 37.ee) (p2 - 24.32)

: (3)(43371)(2.61) : 33e5e4.e3.

2.5.3 Assessing The Model

The next step is to look at the residual plot to see if it shows us any unusual patterns.

We take a look at the plot of the residuals versus temperature as given in Figure 2.9.

The residual plot does not show us any unusual pattern. There is a nice random

Bes iduaI,
' .700

600

. ,500

4q0
q00

zso
t00

.0
' -iuq
':-200

, , ,r-39t
-460

. -500
-600
-?oo

0

fE¡IP

Figure 2.9: Plot of residuals vs. temperature based on piecewise linear fit with two

predetermined knots.

scatter which suggests that our model is appropriate to use. As we stated with the

piecewise model with one knot, caution has to be taken because, as we wili discuss

later, there are other variables that are contributing to the variation in load'

We also have the normal probability plot of the error terms in Figure 2.10. The
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Figure 2.10: Normal probability plot of residuals'

plot shows us a linear pattern with no significant deviations from this linearity. This

suggests ihat the assumption of normality in the error terms is valid. By looking at

the residuals we can conclude that there is no evidence that our modei is incorrect'

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced linear regression. In particular we talked about fitting

piecewise linear models with either one or two predetermined knots. We introduced

least squares inference and showed how marginal and joint confidence intervals are

constructed. Here, we assumed that the knots were fixed predetermined points. We

took all data collected at 6pm and fit piecewise linear models. The piecewise models

fit the data reasonably well. But we saw that the relationship between load and

temperature is not perfect. There is still a lot of variation that is not accounted for'

We suggested that other variables are contributing to the variation. We may suggest

such variabies as daytype, year and month. Later we will look at this topic in more

detail. We will see if \rye ca¡r build up a model, that incorporates all these predictor

variables, to improve our fit to the data.
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Manitoba Hydro suggested using 18'C as the knot in the one knot model' As

was mentioned earlier our goal is to choose parameter estimates that minimize the

residual sum of squares. It would make sense then to check to see if estimating the

location of the knot from the data instead of using 18'c would minimize our sum of

Squares even further and therefore giving us a better linear fit' Also, in the two knot

problem we do not have prior information on where the two knots should be located.

We took an educated guess when choosing 10"C and 20"C' Therefore, estimating the

knots from the data may be our only choice. In the next chapter we will assume that

the knots are unknown and have to be estimated from the data. We will introduce

nonlinear regression and use this type of regression to fit piecewise linear models to

the Manitoba Hydro Data using estimated knots'
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Chapter 3

F ittimg Fiecewise Linear Vlodels With

{JnknowT} Knots-The }qlonlinean

Case

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 we studied the relationship between load and temperature. We took all

data collected at 6pm and saw how we can use linear regression to predict load based

on its relationship with temperature. We determined that piecewise modeis could be

used to fit the data. Piecewise linear models with one and two predetermined knots

were fit to the data. As an example, for the piecewise model with one knot we used

18"C as our fixed knot' That model had the form

A¿ : 0o I þp¿ -l þz(r¿ - \8)zß i e¿, (3.1)

where a16 is an indicator variable defined in section 2'4'

In this chapter we look at the situation where we do not know what our knot is,

and we must estimate it from the data. In fact the location of this unknown knot
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becomes another unknown parameter in our model. Model 3.1 is then written as

A¿: þo * 0p¿ * 0z(r¿ - |s)zp" + e¿,

where

(3 2)

(

f r, ifr¿)þs,
zP": \

I o, otherwise.

The fixed knot of 18"C has been replaced by another unknown parameter, B3'

We will see that this is not a linear fitting problem anymore but is in fact a

nonlinear fitting problem. New techniques to find the estimates in our rnodels wili be

introduced. Again, as in chapter 2, we will look at the piecewise linear model with

one knot and two knots using the same 6pm data. This time we will need to estirnate

the knots from the data.

In section 8.2 we introduce the notion of nonlinear least squares. We see how the

basic idea behind nonlinear least squares is similar to that of linear least squares'

The goal is to choose parameter estimates that minimize the residual sum of squares'

In section 3.8 we introduce three iterative methods that are used in nonlinear least

squares. Specifically, we examine the Gauss-Newton method, the Grid Search method,

and the Dud method. In section 3.4 we tackle the one knot piecewise linear problem

again. This time we assume that the knot is unknown and therefore must use the

iterative methods. In section 3.5 we look at the two knot piecewise linear problem,

assuming unknown knots. In sections 3.4 and 3.5 we again examine the residuals and

determine if our model assumptions are valid'

3.2 lr{onlinear Least Squares

The idea behind the least squares procedure in nonlinear regression is the same as

that used in linear regression. The least squares principle is used to estimate the
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parameters in nonlinear models just as in the linear model case [9]. Let us consider

the general model

a¿: l(r¿,0) + e¿, (3.3)

where f @¡,0) is a nonlinear function,

0 : (00,0t,. . .,1p_r)' is a vector containing p parameters,

,i :1,. . .,fr,

nlP,

and

fri:

fy

I2

rn

We use 0 instead of B to remind us that the function here is nonlinear in the param-

eters. That is why we say this is a nonlinear model. To illustrate what we mean by

nonlinear in 0, let us look at our one knot nonlinear piecewise model 3.2. In that

model,

f @¿,0) : 0o l0p¿ l0r(r¿ - 1u)ze,- (3'4)

When we take the partial derivative with respecL to 02, for example, we obtain

ar : (n, - o^\zn^. (3 5)
ú: (n¿ - h)zs,

This derivative with respect to á2 depends on another parameter á3. So, we say

that model 3.2 is nonlinear in the parameters. We can not compute estimates by

elementary linear algebra, as we can in linear regression [5]. In nonlinear regression,

iterative methods are used to find the parameter estimates [9].
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We cati ê : (Ao,âr,.'.,âr-r)'the estimator of 0 that minimizes

s(á¡ : Ð@o- r@à,0))'.
;- 1

(3.6)

Therefore we see that the general idea of least squares is still used. What changes

is that we are using iterative methods to find the parameter estimates' These it-

erative methods require starting vaiues for the parameters, which we label 0o :

(03,g?,. ..,lf;-r)'.These starting values are substituted for 0 to compute the residuai

sum of squares and compute adjustments to 00 that will reduce the residual sum of

squares. Hopefully, these adjustments will move 0o closer to the least squares solu-

tion. The new estimates of the parameters are then used to repeat the process until

a sufficiently small adjustment is being made at each step. A criteria that is often

used is that the relative change in the sum of squares is very small in at least five

successive iterations, usually less than 10-8. When this happens, the process is said

to have converged to the solution [12]. In the next section we introduce three of these

iterative methods.

3.3 Iterative Methods for F inding Least Squares Es-

timates in l{onlinear Regression

In the next three subsections we introduce three iterative methods that can be used to

find parameter estimates in nonlinear regression. There are several methods available,

but here we focus on the Grid search method, the Dud method and the Gauss-Newton

method. The first two methods mentioned will be used for our Hydro data. The third

is the method most widely used in nonlinear regression and so we feel it shouid be

discussed.
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3.3.1- The Gauss-Newton Frocedure

The method most often used for finding the least squares estimator â itt a nonlinear

model is the Gauss-Newton method, also called the linearization method [12]' Even

though we will not be using this method for our data, we feel that the Gauss-Newton

method builds the basis for all other iterative nonlinear procedures. That is why we

introduce it here first.

For this iterative procedure we need starting value estimates for the parameters,

denoted by 00. Remember, the goal of least squares is to choose parameter estimates

that minimizes 3.6. To find the value of g that minimizes 3'6, we first expand the

nonlinear function in 3.3 in a Taylor expansion about the starting values g0 and keep

only iinear terms. That is, l@n,0) is replaced with

r@¿,g)= ï(,¿,oo)+E(W)t,-rÐ, (37)
.7=u \ r

where drQ i, th. jth component of the vector 0o'

This is simply a linear approximation to r@¿,0) in a region near the starting

vaiues Ao [9].

We can rewrite 3'7 as
p-L

l@¿,0) = f: +ÐVo¡þo¡,
l=0

(3.8)

where

(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.11)

Therefore we can write out the approximation to the nonlinea,r regression model 3'3

¡9: f (n¿,9o),

þl:o¡-go¡'

uot:w3l,:,.)
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p-L

u¿=Íl+tVl¡þl+ru'
j=o

We can move the f term to the left and denot e a¿ - fi u al ,

we obtain the following linear regression model approximation

p-I
al =Ðv¿1,01 + e¡

j=o

yo:voÉo+e,

where

y0:

v0:

p3

AU
Pp-r

(3.12)

the residual. FinallY,

(3.13)

The partial derivatives, v$, act as explanatory variables in a linear model' The

coefficient, 0l , isthe difference between the true regression parameter and the starting

value.

We can write 3.13 in matrix form as

(3.14)

Lp-

o
np-

I

I

t,

ri
r0
Jz

ri)
vfl

v:1

I

,l

Ut-

Uz-

An-

v$

vlo

þo:
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and t-
|"t: I :

l.
lun

3.14 has the same form as our linear regression model 2'2, b:ult with the v matrix

taking the place of the x matrix. so it is possible to estimate the parameters þo by

ordinary least squares bY solving

þo: (Vo'yo¡-tvo'yo. (3.15)

We then use these estimates to revise oul legression coefficients árr by using

o]:É,oj+Pl, (3.i6)

where áj is the revised estimate of 0¡ at the end of the first iteration'

Therefore linear least squares is used on the linearized model 3.13 to estimate

ihe shift in the parameters, or the amount to adjust the starting values' Flom this

we obtain new values for the pararneters. we linearize the model about these new

values and linear least squares is appiied again to find a second set of adjustments'

This procedure is repeated until a desired degree of convergence is obtained. Conver-

gence implies that the residual sum of squares and parameter estimates are no longer

changing [12]. The convergence criteria used by sAS [11] is the following

ls(oo) -s(oo-')l <10_s
S(An-t,

(3.17)

for five successive iterations. In 3.17 fr represents the current iteration. In other

words, 3.12 is saying that convergence has been met when the relative change in the

sum of squares on five succesive iterations is very small'
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One has to be careful because the Gauss-Newton procedure will not converge for

some functions without the use of some sort of step shortening procedure to decrease

S({î). In fact the Gauss-Newton procedure may produce an increase in the residual

sum of squares [1]. If an increase in the sum of Squares is observed, we introduce a

step factor À, and calculate

gk-gk-tlÀ7k-t,

where k is the current iteration and À is chosen to ensure that

(3.18)

s(ao) < s(at-tr. (3.ie)

pROC NLIN in SAS [11] uses step-halving to find the step size À. The method starts

by setting À : 1 and then halves it until 3.19 is satisfied.

Inference

If the sample size is large enough and e is normally distributed we can use the

Large Sample Theory and assume that á is approximately normally distributed with

E(o) : g and vør(0) : 02(v'v)-t [7]'

We may now construct approximate inference regions and intervals for our param-

eters in the nonlinear model. Recall that in the linear case a I - a confidence region

for the parameters is given bY

(p - P)'x'x(P - P) < pt'r(P,r- P;a)' (3.20)

In nonlinear regression \rye replace X by the derivative matrix V, where V is evalu-

ated at the least squares parameter estimates. Therefore a 1 - a approximate joint
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confidence region for 0 is given bY

(o - o)'v'v(a - e) <pt'r(p,n-p;d)' (3.21)

A1-aapProximate

0,. . .,p - 1, is given bY

for the parameter 0¿, 'i :

(3.22)

where se@¿) : ,'FVW, with (V'V);t equal to the 'i¿ä diagonal term of the

(V'V)-t matrix and s2 : SlO) l@ - n)'

9.3.2 The Grid Search Procedure

The Grid Search method is conceptually the simplest method used to find least squares

parameter estimates. In this method we sea¡ch over a grid of all possible values of

the parameters for the combination of values that gives the smallest residual sum of

squares. As we will show with our Hydro examples, we can vary the knot (or knots)

from a model, perform linear least squares and calculate s(á) for each combination

of knot (or knots). we can then plot s(â) versus the parameter (or parameters) of

interest. In this method ,yve are finding the minimum sum of squares over all the other

coordinates for each point on the grid. The minimum point of the culve or surface will

be the point where the residual sum of squares is minimized. The parameters that

correspond to this minimum point will be our parameter estimates. It is important

that our grid is fine enough, so that precise results can be obtained. For more than two

parameters making plots becomes impossible, so this Grid search method becomes

difficult.

For our piecewise linear models we can use the Grid Search method by exploiting

the conditional linearity seen in the models. For example, looking at model 3'2, we

notice that á¡, 91, and 92 ã,re conditionally linear. When we fix 0s,wê may obtain

marginal confidence interval

0¿ + se(e)t(n - p; al2),
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estimates for the other three para.meters using linear ieast squares' Even though we

are performing iinear least squares in this method, we can consider this a nonlinear

problem for our Hydro data. This is because the knots are unknown to begin with'

so, the way the Grid search procedure works in our case is that we vary the knoi (or

knots) over a grid of possible values and calculate the residual sum of squales for each

value. At each possible knot we are calculating estimates for the other parameters

in the model. The knot (or knots) that gives us the smallest sum of squares will

be our estimate for the true knot (or knots), along with the estimates for the other

parameters that correspond to this minimization'

This method is the easiest to perform but it is not the most efficient' This method

can be used to provide good starting values for other methods' Later, we will use the

Grid Search method on our Ma¡ritoba Hydro data and see what parameter estimates

this method comes up with. we will see if this method will lower our residual sum of

squares from the ordinary linear regression that we used in chapter 2'

3.3.3 The Dud (doesn't use derivatives) Frocedure

often, it may be inconvenient or impossible to provide the derivatives required by

noniinear least squares procedures such as the Gauss-Newton method' Therefore'

there is a need for a derivative-free method. one method, known as Dud (doesn't use

derivatives), was introduced by Ralston and Jenrich [8]. This derivative-free method

is similar to the Gauss-Newton method, except that the derivatives are estimated

from the history of iterations rather than supplied analyticaily [8]' Dud works well

as long as there is a lot of data [9]'

once again, let us consider the least squares fitting problem' we want to choose

á as to minimize

s(á): i@,- l@,,o))''
à=l
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As we saw with the Gauss-Newton procedure, f @¿,0) is approximated by a first order

Taylor expansion about the current value of the parameter vector 0 and then uses

linear least squares to obtain a new value of 8. on the other hand Dud takes the

starting values and displaces each parameter in turn by I0To to produce a further set

of p*1 parameter vectors [8]. This step is known as the initialization process. The

next step is the iteration process. Dud uses afunction which equals f @¿,0) atp-ll

previous values of the parameter vector to approximahe f (r¿,0) at each iteration'

At the k¿b step, Dud does the following. Let âl,e\,-'-,êE*, be parameter es-

timates from previous iterations. We can approximale f (t¿,4) bV a linear function

g(ri,0) which is equal to f (r¿,9) at the p* 1 points. we then find 0new as the point

which minimizes the distance between y and g(r¿,0).Let us assume that opar is this

such point.

The linear approximation is written as a function of ô, where gnew at each iter-

ation is given by

ân.* :|p+t -l Tô,

where âr,âr,...,âp+t are the estimates from previous iterations' The i'th column

of the matrix T is equal ß â¿ - áp1r, where i :1,...,p' Therefore the Dud linear

approximation is written as

g@i,e): f(r¿,Le¡)+Hô, (3.25)

where rhe i,th column of H is equal to f(r¿,âò - ¡(r¿,âp¡ù, i : L,"',P' The

iteration consists of minimizing

(3.24)

s(á) : Ð(y,- g(r¿,0))'.
i=I
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Finally we solve for ô using

ô : (tr{'H)-tH'(g - f (r¿,âoat)), (3.27)

and 6¡s\M is calculated using 3.24'

The procedure is repeated using this new value of g' The procedure is repeated

continuously until convergence is met' As in the Gauss-Newton method we use the

criteria given in 3.17, where the relative change in the sum of squares on successive

iterations is small. As in the Gauss-Newton method 0new may produce a larger sum

of squares than the previous estimate, go1¿. Therefore a step factor, À, is introduced

to determine a better point. Using À we calculate

gtrirl : gnewÀ + 0o1¿(1 - À) (3.28)

If g¡r¡ui gives us a reduction in the sum of squares' then we will use it instead of

gnew. Ralston and Jenrich [8] altow the step factor to be negative, by choosing À

from a sequence of values L,1f 2,-Ll4,lf 8,-If 76, ' ' "

At convergence the approximate covariance matrix is given by s2t(H'H)-1T''

With the Dud method the linear approximation standard errors may not be reli-

able [1]. Using this covariance matrix we can write out the confidence intervals a¡rd

regions for the unknown parameters under the Dud method' A 1 - a approximate

confidence region for 0 is given bY

@ - ê)'T(H'H)T'(a - q s ps2 F(p,n - p; a). (3.2e)

A 1 - a approximate marginal confidence interval fot 0¿,'i : 0, "' ,P - f is given by

0¿ + se(e)t(, - p; alz),

4L
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wherese(0¿):@wiih(T(H,H)-lT,);1equaltothe,j¿ädiagona1
term of the (T(H/tI)-tT');t matrix and s2 : S@)l@ - fl'

we have seen that the Dud method builds upon the Gauss-Newton method' The

difference between the two methods is that the Dud method computes numerical

estimates of the derivatives. This is due to the fact that for some models the required

derivatives are inconvenient or impossibie to find. PROC NLIN in sAS [11] does

nonlinear least squares using methods such as Dud and Gauss-Newton, among others'

Later we will use the Dud method on our Manitoba Hydro data. We will see that with

our piecewise models with unknown knots we have to use derivative-free methods to

compute least squares estimates. This is due to the fact that some of the partial

derivatives in those models are very difficult to find. We wiil compare the estimates

from the Dud method with both the Grid search method and the usual linear least

squares methods of chapter 2. Ralston and Jenrich [8] showed thai the Dud method

compares very well with other derivative-free and derivativerequiring methods'

Now that we have introduced nonlinear least squares and some of the available

algorithms, let us go ahead and examine the Manitoba Hydro data once again' In

the next couple of sections we will reintroduce our piecewise linear models' This time

we will assume that our knots are unknown and must be estimated from the data'

we will use the nonlinear techniques just introduced to come up with parameter

estimates.
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3"4 F itting Fiecewise Linear Models with one un-

known Knot to Manitoba HYdro Ðata

3.4.1, The Model

In section 2.4 we looked at how we can fit a linear piecewise model with one knot to

Manitoba Hydro data. There we assumed that our knot was known to be 18'c' The

model for that case with predetermined knot is

A¿: 0o * 0p¿ + þz(r¿ - I8)zß i e¿, (3.31)

where z1s is defined as in section 2.4. One may argue that we should not fix our knot

at 1g"C, but in fact try to estimate this knot from the data available. It is safe to

assume that the knot may vary when we look at different combinations of data' Data

from difierent times of day, different years, etc. will probably have different knots'

Even the data from 6pm could possibly have a different knot that minimizes the

residual sum of squares even further than what we observed in section 2.4. Therefore

we modify our model by replacing the known knot by another parameter. using 0¿

instead of þ¿, the model then becomes

U¿ -- 0o * ïfi¿ i 02(r¿ - fls)zs" * e¿, (3.32)

where (

I t, if n¿>0s,
Z|s: \

I o, otherwise'

As we mentioned eariier this is not a "linear" model anymore, but a 'honlinear"

model. Fyom 3.5 we saw that the partial derivative with respecl to 02 is dependent

on g3. We say that this model is nonlinear in the parameters. Now, to obtain
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parametel estimates \¡/e must use a noniineil least squares method just like the ones

we introduced in the last section. We will start off with the Grid Search method to

find the parameter estimates that minimize s(0). Then we will use the Dud method

and compare the two methods. we will also see if these methods lower our s(0) given

by linear least squares in chapter 2'

3.4.2 Using the Grid Search Method

In chapter 2 we set our knot at 18'c and calculated the residual sum of squares' we

did not ask the question of what would happen to the sum of squares if we chose

different knots. Be it in the linear or nonlinear scenario, the goal of least squares is

to choose parameter estimates that will minimize s(li). so, what we will do here is

vary 03 in 3.32, which is the parameter that corresponds to our unknown knot, and

see which knot will give us the lowest sum of squares. we are taking advantiage of

the conditional linearity of the model. In other words, we will pick a knot from the

region of possible values, perform linear least squares with PROC REG and obtain

the corresponding residual sum of squales and parameter estimates' As a reminder,

we are not fixing any of the other three parameters, we are ietting them vary also'

We will repeat this for different knots. The knot that minimizes S(0) will be our

estimate for 0s along with ihe other estimates of gs,g1, and 0z from PROC REG that

correspond to this minimization. We will define this sum of squares as

s.(áu) : ,mi$, 
r(â) (3.33)

Figure 3.1piots S.(gr) vs. different values of 0e' This function that we have plotted

is known as the likelihood profiie sum of squales function. We will use this function

again in chapter 4 to calculate likelihood profile intervals. The plot shows that the

residual sum of squares is minimized when the knot, or á3 is equal to approximately
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17.0g"C. We see that estimating the knot from the data has given us â lo\¡'ler sum

of squares than using 18'C as our knot. Linear least squares using PROC REG was

run on the piecewise linear model with 17.09oC as our knot. The output from SAS

is given in Figure 3.2. We can see that the R2 f.or the piecewise model with one knot

has increased to .7g51 from .7gL|given in section 2.4. The mean square error is also

slightly lower, 41156 compared to 41297. The change is not much but none the less

has given us a better fit. Figure 3.3 shows us the piecewise fit with L7.09 as our knot.

The parameter estimates for our new model *e 0 : (2427.29, -33.56, 64'72). These

estimates are aJl significant and are slightty different from the results of section 2.4.

Their respective standard errors are also given in the output as se(á¡) - 4-!6, se(A) :

0.32, and se(e) : !'41. We also have s2 : 41156 and d'f : 3133'

Replacing the parameters in model 3.32 with the estimates gives us the following

û : 2427.29 - 33.56ø -l 64.72(r - t7 '09)217.ss, (3.34)

if r > 17.09,

otherwise.
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AnalYsis of Varia¡ce

Sum of Mean

Sourc€ DF Squaree Square F Value

Model 2 500291275 260146637 6078'04

Error 3133 128940558 41156

Corrected Total 3136 629231833

Source Pr > F

Model < '0001

Root MSE 202.86848 R-Squa:re 0'7961

Dependeut Mea:r 2329.469L8 Adj R-Sq 0'7960

CoefJ Var 8.70882

Par8-E€tet Estiiûat€s

Pairam€t€l Sta¡da¡d
Variable DF Estinate Error t Valu€ pr > ltl

BO L 2427 .29420 4. 16962 683 ' 56 < ' 0001

81 1 -33.56002 0.32010 -104'84 <'0001

B2 L 64.71877 1.41313 46'80 <'0001

Figure 8.2: SAS output for piecewise linear fit using 17.09'C as the unknown knot.

LOAD
4000

t 000

-4o, : igo ,, .ão ' -lo .,0 " ,!û,; ,.¡ :::,,:2o ...::,,',39'' 40

TENP '' :

Figure 3.8: Piecewise fit using Grid Search method with 17.09 as the unknown knot'
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(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

For this model the derivative matrix has the following form

I 
t n1 (r, -iz.o9)zrz.æ I

I r xr2 @, - L7.09)z17.ss 
I*:l:: 
I

L 
t rn (rn - 17.09)21, se l

using 3.35 the x,x and (x,x)-t matrices are respectively

| ,rru 20e13.3 61o'.eb 
I

x'X: I zogt¡.g B8oo72.2g L54Lg8'77 | ,

I uror.nu r, tsB'TT  sBBz.zT )

and 
| 

.ooonr' -'00000213 -'0000450 I

(x'x)-' : 
| -.00000213 .00000249 -.000007ae 

I 
'

| -.ooooas .ooooo743 'oooo4e I

Once more we can construct gSTo confidence intervals for our parameter estimates

using 2,17 with¿(3133; .025) : 1.96 . A 95% marginal confidence interval for 06 is

2479.L41 0o 12435.44,

a95% marginai confidence interval for 01 is

-34.L9th1-32.93,

and a 95% marginal confidence interval for 02 is

61.96 10z167.48.
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Using 2.20 and 3.36 we

have p :3, s2: 41156 and

for 0 is given bY

can construct a 95% joint confidence region for 0' We

F(3,3133; .05) : 2.61' The 95% joint confidence region

3i36(90_2427,2g)"+880072.2g(0|+33.56)2+49882,27(02_64'72)2+

4L826.6 (0 0 - 2427 .2g)(0r + 33. 56 ) + TZZOZ .O (0 0 - 2427 .29) (0 2 - 64.7 2)

+3083e7.5 4(ü + 33'56) (02 - 64'72)

: (3) (41156) (2.61) : 322251''48'

we can say that using 18"c as our knot \ryas a good estimate to use. on the other

hand, estimating the knot from the data has given us the approximate point where

the sum of squares is at its lowest'

We have shown how the Grid Search method can be used to find parameter esti-

mates in a nonlinear problem. Peopie can argue that this method seems too simple

to come up with the right values and that a more mathematical algorithm should be

used instead. As suggested before, the Grid search method is not efrcient but gives

very good, if not perfect, results. Next, we will use the Dud method on the same data

and see if it gives us the same results as the Grid search method'

3.4.3 Using the Dud Method

The first thing one may ask is why are we using a derivative'free method' can we

not use a more reliable Gauss-Newton method instead? To answer this, let us rewrite

model 3.32,

a¿ : go I ?fi¿ * 02(r¿ - fu)26, * e¿, (3.38)

where ze, is the indicator variable that was previously defined. we mentioned earlier

that we must use derivative-free methods, such as Dud, when it is impossible or
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difficult to provide derivatives from the model. This is the case we have here with

model 3.38. The problem arises if we try to take the partial derivative with respect

to 0e. we see that this derivative is very difficult to calculate. This is due to the fact

lhat 0s is present in the indicator variable, z6r' If you recall'

Z|s:
if r¿ > 0s,

otherwise.{:

This is known as a heaviside step function. The derivative of this step function with

respect to 0s is very hard to find. To use nonlinear least squares, the most convenient

choice we have is to use a derivative-free procedure, such as Dud' That is what we

do here.

The Dud method requires that we have some starting values for our four unknown

parameters in modei 3.38. Good starting values to use a¡e the parameter estimates

and knot of 18.C given from section2.4. Therefore our starting values wiil be 00 :

(2433.76,-g2.86,69.27,I8)'. Figure 3.4 is the output from PROC NLIN in sAS' it

shows us the iterations that the Dud method went through to get our least squales

parameter estimates. Part of the SAS code used is given in Appendix B' The first five

steps are the initialization phase that we talked about earlier' As we can see from the

output it took 16 iterations for S(fâ) to converge. The parameter estimates for our

nonlinear model from Dud uru â : (2427 '30, -33'56, 64'73,17'09)'' The approximate

standard errors are se(p¡) - 4.44, se@r) - 0.36, se@2) : I.78 and se(03) : 0'22'

Our fitted model is then written as

a : 2427.30 - 33.56ø + 64.73(r - 17.09) ztz.og, (3.3e)
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DUD Initialization

DI'D

-5
-4
-3

-1

It€r

U

1

2
3
4

6
b

7
I
I

10

11
L2
13
t4
16

16

th€te0

2433. I
2677.L
2433.8
2433. I
2433.8

theta0

2433. I
2432.6
243L.8
2429,6
2429.7
2429,6
2429.2
2428.5
2427.7
2427.6
2427,6
2427.6
2427.6
2427.3
2427,3
2427,3
2427.3

th€ta1

-32.8600
-32. 8600
-36. 1460

-32.8600
-32.8600

th€ta2

69.2700
69 .2700
69 .2700
76.1970
69 .2700

th€ta3

18 .0000
18 .0000
18 .0000
18 .0000
19 .8000

Sum of
Squares

1.2938E8
3. 1607E8
1.3892E8
1. 3127E8
L.4322F5

Su! of
Squarea

1.2938E8
1.291888
L.29L7Fß

1 .2988
1.2898E8
1.2898E8
1.2898E8
1 .2898E8
1.2894E8
1. 2894E8
1 .2894E8
1.2894E8
1 .2894E8
1.2894E8
I .289488
1.2894E8
1.2894E8

It€rativ€ Phas€

th€ta1

-32. 8600
-32.9842
-33.0261
-33. 3163
-33.4915
-33. 4716

-33.4003
-33. 4269

-33.5123
-33. 6286
-33. 6760
-33. 6614
-33. 6604
-33. 5666
-33. 6559
-33. 5605
-33. 5589

th€ta2 tb€ta3

69.2700 18.0000
67 .770L t7 .7676
67.9766 17.7609
66.0366 17.4000
66.3604 L7.3204
66.3225 L7.3L92
66.1761 17.3062
66.3202 17.3048
65.0110 17.1643
64.8833 L7 'L322
64.9670 17.1093
64.9420 17.1061
64.9367 17.1063
64.7483 17.0963
64.7438 17.0966
64.7298 17.0914
64.7282 17.0912

NoTE: Converg€¡'cê crit€lion met'

Figure 3.4: SAS output showing the iterations from the Dud method'

where
1, if r> 17.09,

0, otherwise.

Figure 3.5 shows us the rest of ihe sAS output and gives us more information

about the fit. The approximate 95To marginal confidence intervals are also given'

They were calculated using 3.30. The approximategS% marginal interval for 06 is

2418.6 1 0o 12436.0,

the approximategsTo marginal interval for 01 is

-34.263il<-32.85,

,rr.a, : 
{
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the approximate 95To matginal interval for 02 is

61.24302<68-22,

and the approximalegS% marginal interval for d3 is

16.66 10s< 17'53.

we take caution here because these intervals are based on a linear approximation

and may not be absolutely accurate. we notice a couple of things from this output'

First of all the residual sum of squares for this nonlinear fit is lower tha¡r that given

by the linear fit using 18'c as the knot. The other thing we notice is that the 95%

confidence interval given for 03, which represents our knot, does not cover 18' This

suggests that ihe knot we used in the linear case is an overestimate of the actual knot'

Estimating the knot from the data gives us a more accurate result for the knot' we

Sr¡m of Mea¡ ÀPProE

Sou¡ce DF Squares Square F Value Pr ) F

Regression 4 1-'762ELO 4'3794E9 106376 <'0001

Residual 3L32 1'2894E8 41168'8

ItDcorr€ct€d. Total 3136 1.766810

Corr€ct€d Total 3136 6'2923E8

ApProx APProximate 967.

Palam€t€r Estinet€ Std Error ConJidence Linitg

th€tao 2427.9 4'440t 2418'ø 243ø'0

th€tal -33.6689 0'3594 -34'2636 -32'8642

theta2 64.7282 1'7808 61'2365 ø8'2200

theta3 L7.Ogl2 0'2244 16'6613 17'5311

APProxiEÂt€ CorreLation Matrix
th6ta0 thetel th€ta2 theta3

thetaO l.OOOOOOO O'1038328 -O'0209666 0'3495246

thetal 0.1038328 1'OOOOOOO -O'2018197 0'4648101

theta2 -0.0209566 -O'2018197 1'OOOOO00 0'6076275

th€ta3 0.3495246 O '4648101 O 'ø076276 1 '0000000

Figure 3.5: SAS outPut for nonlinear fit using the Dud method'

also show the linear fit in Figure 3.6. The solid line shows us our nonlinear fit to the
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data with the slope change at 17'09'C'

L0ff,
4ô00

0:

TEÌIP

Figure 3.6: Nonlinear fit for piecewise linear model with one unknown knot'

We notice ihat the parameter estimates given by the Dud method are equal to the

parameter estimates given by the Grid search method' Given the reliability of the

Grid Search method we ale safe to say that the Dud method has given us the correct

results. One last thing we should point out is that the marginal intervals constructed

from the Dud method are wider than the intervals constructed with the Grid search

method and the linear methods of section 2.4. This is because the Dud method uses

a linear approximation to construct the intervals, whereas in the other methods we

are using linea¡ least squares'

As we did with the linear case, we examine the residuals' Figure 3'7 shows us

the plot of residuals versus temperature. The plot shows us a nice random pattern

suggesting that there is no evidence that our model is incorrect. we also have the

normal probability plot in Figure 3.8. we see that we have nice linear pattern with no

deviations indicating that the error terms are following a normal distribution' we

may also want to check to see whether any of the parameters are excessively highly

correlated. This is important to check since high correlations arnong parameters

-20
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Figure 3.7: Piot of residuals vs'

unknown knot.
temperature for piecewise linear model with one
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may indicate that we have too many parameters in our model' we can do this by

examining the approximate parameter correlation matrix given in the SAS output

of Figure 3.5. Bates and watts [1] suggest that correlations above 0'99 shouid be

investigated. We see by our output that we do not seem to have a problem with high

correlation among Parameters'

In this section we have shown how nonlinear Ieglession could be used to fit a

piecewise linear model when the knot is unknown' The residual sum of squares are

lower when we estimate the knot from the data compared to what we obtained in

section 2.4. Theresidual plots showed us the same patterns as we witnessed with the

linear case in chapter 2. In the next section we look at the two knot problem again,

this time using nonlinear regression'

3.5 Fitting Piecewise Linear Models with Two IJn-

known Knots to Manitoba ÏIydro Data

3.5.1- The Model

We introduced the piecewise linear model with

assumed that the two knots were predetermined'

as the knots. The linear model in that case was

E¿: þo * þfi¿ - þr(ro - 10)216 1- þr(r¿ - 20)z2s I e¿,

where z1s and z2s àrê as defined in section 2'5'

In this chapter we will look at the nonlinear case. we are going to assume that the

two knots are unknown and must be estimated from the data' Therefore we introduce

two knots in section 2.5. There we

We arbitrarily chose 10'C and 20"C

(3.40)
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two new parameters into our model' Model 3.40 becomes the following,

a¿ : 0o l gp¿ - ïr(n¿ - 0r)ze, -f 02(r¿ - 0a)zsn * e¿'

where
ífn¿)fu,

otherwise,

(3.41)

z|s:
{:

and
It, 

'f 
r¿>oa,_ _)Lît- \

I o, otherwise'

As in the one knot case, this is not a "linea¡" problem anymore' This model is

said to be nonlinear in the parameters. For exa'mple, the derivative with respect to

á1 is dependent on 93. Again, we will need to use a nonlinear iterative method to

come up with the parameter estimates that minimizes s(0) we will first use the

Grid search method to come up with the estimates and then use the Dud method'

we will compaïe our findings with the linear case and also see if using two knots gives

us an improvement over thai of using just one knot'

3.5.2 Using the Grid Search Method

In subsect ion 3.4.2 we showed how the Grid sea¡ch method can give us accurate

results for finding parameter estimates in the one knot problem' We wiil repeat the

method here for the two knot case. Remember, the goal is to choose parameter

estimates that will minimize the residual sum of squares. As we did in the one knot

case, we take advantage of the fact that our model is conditionally linear' What we

will do here is vary the two unknown knots, á3 and 04, ovèr a 2-dimensional grid of

possible values, while at the same time letting the other parameters in the model vary

also, and calculating S(á) ¡V linear least squares at each combination of knots in this
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grid using PROC REG. The combination of knots that minimizes the residual sum

of squares will be our estimates for 93 and 0a- T:ne other paÏametel estimates will be

the values of gs,g1 and 0z Lhat correspond to this minimization of s(6)' we define

this minimizing sum of squares as

S.(ár, ân) : r.TÌi, 
t(á) (3.42)

Figure 3'9 shows us the plot of S.(á''Oa) t's' 0s arrd 0+' we may call this the

profile likelihood surface. This plot will come in to use in chapter 4 when we produce

the profile contour plots of 0s and 0a. we notice from the plot that the surface is

minimizedwhen0z:I4'25and9a__20.T0.Wenoticethatbothknots,especially

0g,àrê,difierentfromwhatweusedinchapter2.WecanthenrunPR,OCREG

using L4.25"C and 20.70'C as our knots. The output from PROC REG is given in

Figure 3.10. FYom the ouput we see that -R2 - '7972, which is higher than the '#

given by both the Grid search method for one knot and the piecewise linear fit using

known knots of 10"C and 20"C. The linear fit is plotted in Figure 3.11' Also, the

residual sum of squaïes is lower here compared to the two other cases'

:.SSE

t .588+08

1.59E108

l .43Et0s

:

:,:'.
I .358+08

l:;2BE+00
17,0 r.t,o' I9

Figure 3.9: 3-Dimensional plot of S- (ár, 0,) us' 0s and 0+
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Aaalysís of Varia-nce

Source

Mod€1
Error
cotrect€d Total

DF

2

3133
3135

Source

Model

201 . 81 193
2329.469L8

8 .66347

Parametêr Estimat€s

Sun of Mean

Squares Square F Value

501630831 260815416 6168'30

127601002 40728

629231833

Pr>F

< .0001

R-Squa-re 0.7972
Adj R-Sq 0.797L

Root MSE

Dependent M€alx

CoefJ Var

Variable

BO

B1

92

where

Pa-!a.Eet€r
Estinat€

242L.L9L64
-34.17581

37 .38696

DF

1

1

I

Sta¡da¡d
Error t Value Pr > ltl

3.95634 6L2't3 <.0001

0.31286 -109'24 <.0001

1.75433 2L.3L <.0001

Figure 3.10: SAS

unknown knots.
ouputforpiecewiselinearfitusingL4'25"Cand20'70"Casthe

The parameter estimates are g : 1z+2t 19, -34.18,37.39)'' The standard errors

arese(ág)-3'96,se(aL):0.31andse(a):L.75'Wealsohaves2:40728and

d,f - 3L33. Again, the parameter estimates are statistically significant' using these

parameter estimates along with the estimates for the knots in model 3'41 the fitted

model becomes

A : 2421.7g - 34.t8r+ 34'18(ø - \4'25)z¿'25

+37 '39(r - 20.70)22s.7s,

if ø > 14.25,

otherwise,

\f r > 20.70,

otherwise.
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Figure 3.11: Piecewise fit using Grid search method wiih 14'25 and 20'70 as the

unknown knots.

we see that estimating the knots from the data gives us very accurate results' This

is especially true when we don't have information on what the knots should be or if

the knots vary when we use different data sets'

Thederivativematrix,X,forthismodelhasthefollowingform

q-(z1-!4.25)2s.25

nz- (rz-14'25)zu.zs

rn-(rn-L4'25)zu.zs

(r, - 20.70)z2s.7s

(*, - 20.70)z2s.7s

(*n - 20'70)z2s.7s

(3.44)

X,X:
11620.85

521889.17

41776.73

I tttu

L''uro.r,

| ,n,,,

2s3t.7 I

4t776 ß 
1,

17e70.13 l

(3.45)
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and 
| .oorrn -'ooooo44 -'oooou' 

I
(x'x)-r : | -.0000044 .0000024 -'000004e 

I

l-.oooos3 -.ooooo4e '000076 l

Using2'17,witht(erse;'025):1'96'wecanconstructthegS%marginal

dence intervals for the parameters. A 95% marginal confidence interval fot 0s

(3.46)

confi-

is

2413.43 < 0o 32428.95,

a 95% marginal confidence interval for 01 is

-34.79 1 0t 1-33.57,

and a 95% marginal confidence interval for 9z is

33.96 102140.82'

we can also construct a 95% joint confidence region for the parameters' using 2'20

and3.45withp:3,s2:40728andF'(3,3133;.05)_2'6L,lhe9î%jointconfidence

region is

3136(p0 - 242L.1s), + 52t889 .t7(0t+ 34.18)2 + 17970.13 (02 - 37,39)2 +

23241.7(00_242t'1g)(0r*34.18)+ssog.¿(00_2421.19)(02_37.39)

+83553'46(0i * 34'18)(0'- 37'3e)

: (3)(40728)(2'61) : 318e00'24'

We are confident that the

estimates. To verifY this, we

Grid Search method has given us accurate parameter

will next use the Dud method to come up with the
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paraJneter estimates. We witl see if these two methods agree'

3.5.3 Using the Dud Method

First of all we rewrite model 3.41 here,

a¿ : go l0P¿ - ïr(n¿ - 0r)ze, -102(r¿ - 0a)zsn i e¿'

A : 2427.30 - 34'76r+ 34.16(ø - L4'26)zu.za

+37 .29(n - 20.7 0) zzo.zo,

(3.47)

where ze" and z6n âlê the indicator variables that have been defined' For the same

reasons we had in section 8.4.3 it is diffi.cult to find the derivatives in modei 3.47. This

is because of the indicator variables, zs, à:rrd zpn' These are step functions in which

derivatives, with respect to á3 and ga respectively, are very hard to find. Therefore,

we will use the derivative-free method, Dud, to find the parameter estimates'

The first ihing we need are starting values for the parameters' We will use the

parameter estimates and knots given by the linear fit in section 2.5. Therefore the

starting values are 0o : (2372.60, -37.99, 24.32,10,20)'' The output from PROC

NLIN in SAS is given in Figure 3.12. Part of the SAS code used to produce the output

is given in Appendix B. The output first shows us the six steps of the initialization

phase. We notice that the first step of the iterative phase starts off with 9e : 11'00

instead of i0.00. Notice that the initialization phase has chosen the parameter vector

that gives the smallest sum of squares. The Dud procedure went through24 iterations

to obtain the parameter estimates that minimized S(li). The parameter estimates for

model 3.47 are e -- çz+2t.30, -34.16 ,37.29,74.26,20.70)'. The knots estimated from

the data are definitely different from the knots we assumed known with the linear

model. The fitted model is then written as

(3.48)
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DIJD Initialization

DUD th€tao th€tal th€ta2 th€ta3 th€ta4

Iterative Phase

2372.6 -37.9900 24.3200 lo.oooo 20'0000 1'363E8

2609.9 -37.9900 24.3200 10.oo0o 20'0000 3' 1061E8

2372.6 -41.7890 24.3200 lo.oooo 20'0000 1'4084E8

2372.6 -3?.9900 26.7620 lo.oooo 20'0000 1'3643E8

2372.6 -37.9900 24.3200 11.OOOO 20'0000 r'3344E8

2372.6 -37.9900 24.3200 10.oooo 22'0000 1'3595E8

Sum of
Squares

-b
-5

-3
-2
-t

Iter thetal th€tÈl

o 2372.6 -37.9900
L 2429.8 -33.4550
2 2426.9 -33.6143
3 2426.6 -33.6110
4 2427.O -33.8216
5 2427.L -33.7987
6 2422.5 -34.0067
7 242L.5 -34.0863
I 242L.5 -34.0931
I 242L.8 -34'1308

10 242L.6 -34.L209
L1 242L.6 -34.1298
t2 242r.6 -34.1564
13 242L.3 -34.1684
14 242L.4 -34.1614
16 242L.4 -34.1637
16 242L.3 -34.L617
L7 242L.3 -34.1609
18 242L.3 -34.1579
19 242L.3 -34.1662
20 24213 -34.1677
2L 242t.3 -34.1629
22 242L.3 -34.1619
23 242L.3 -34.1616
24 242L.3 -34.L624

thêta2 th€ta3

24.3200 11.0000
38.5366 13.9339
38.0831 L4.6622
38.0797 L4.662t
38.9606 L4.6446
38.7466 1,4.6674
37.9872 14.4301
37.3730 14.3128
37.3158 14.3009
37.t379 t4.2942
37.2364 14.3087
37.3233 14.2983
3?. 5364 1,4.2793
37.5069 14.27t4
37.2962 L4.2786
37.28L2 14.2766
37.2865 L4.27t3
37.29t8 L4.2696
37.2960 14.2696
37.2988 L4.2709
37.3317 t4.2682
37.2822 14.2606
37.282L L4.269L
37.2887 14.2688
37.286L 14.2686

theta4

20 .0000
21 .9063
20.0948
20.1400
2A.8392
20.8116
20.7284
20 .7065
20.7044
20.6829
20 .6699
20 .6886
20.7L73
20.7t48
20.6933
20 .6908
20.6967
20.6977
20.6974
20.6976
20.7026
20.6967
20 .6984
20.6996
20 .6997

Sum of
Squares

1.3344E8
I .2836E8
L.2822Fß
1.2813E8
1 .2768E8
1.276888
I .276188

1.276E8
L.276E,8
1-.276Fß
L.27øEA
L.27øFß
1,.276Fß
t.27øFß
L.276Fß
t.276Fß
L.276Fß
L.276Fß
t.276Fß
L.276Fß
L.27øFß
1.276E8
1.276E8
L.276Fß
L.27øEA

NoTE: Convergence criterion net'

Figure 3.12: sAS output showing iterations from the Dud method'
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where

zt[.z6
if r ) 14.26,

otherwise,

if r > 20.70,

otherwise.

and

we notice that there is a slight difference in the estimates found here with the

estimates from the Grid Search procedure. As we have mentioned before, the Grid

Search method is not efficient. Clearly, the grid has to be fine enough to give us accu-

rate precision in the estimates [12]. our Grid search produced very good estimates'

butperhapsweneededafinergridtoincreaseourprecision'

Figure 3.13 shows us the rest of ihe SAS output' Given in the output are the

parameter estimates along with their respective approximate standard errors' We

notice that the residual sum of squares for this fit is lower than any other fit we have

seen so far. This indicates that fitting a piecewise linear model with two unknown

knots to the Hydro data may give us a better fit. The approximate standard errors

are se(gs) - 4.77, se(01) - .40, se(¿r) - 2'60, se@s): '36 and se(ga) : '42' The

approúmate 95% marginal confidence intervals for the parameters are also given in

the output. They were calculated using 3.26. The approximategS% marginal interval

for 0o is

2412 < 0o <2430'7,

the approximate 95% marginal interval for 91 is

-34.941h 1-33.38,

:{::

[',zzo.zo: \
[0,
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the approximategs%o marginal interval for 02 is

32.20302<42'37,

the approximate 95% marginal interval for á3 is

13.56 < 0s -l14'96,

and the approximategS% marginal interval for 9a is

19.87 1 0+ 12t.53.

Sum of Mea¡

Soulc€ DF Squares Square

Regression 6 1'762E10 3'5038E9

Reãi¿ual 3131 1.276E8 4o764'L

Uncorr€cted Totel- 3136 1'766810

corrected Total 3136 6-2923F.8

Approx APProxiraate 95i{

Param€t€r Estimate Std E¡ror Co¡Jidenc€ Liroits

rhetao 242L.3 4.7674 24L2'0 2430 '7
tbetal -g4.t624 0'3986 -34'9438 -33'3809

th€ta2 37.2851 2'6914 32'204L 42'3662

th€ta3 14.2586 0'3686 13'5653 14'9616

th€ta4 20.6997 0'4229 19'8704 2t'6289

APProxinÀt€ Correlation Matrir
tbetao th€ta1 tb€ta2 th€ta3 th€ta4

rh€tao 1.OO0OO00 0.2622767 O.OOO4895 0'5060848 0'0004711

rh€ra1 0.2622767 l.OOOOOOO O.0032693 o' 5616752 0 '0031774

th€ta2o.ooo4895o.00326931.oooooooo'0062170o.ø672236
th€t430.60608480.56167620.00621701.0000000-0.4168396
tb€t440.00047110.00317740.6672236-0.41683661.0000000

Figure 3.13: sAS output for nonlinear fit using the Dud method.

The nonlinear fit to the data is given in Figure 3.14. The soiid line in the plot

indicates the fit with the slopes changing al 74.26"c and 20'70"c.

As we have done before, let us examine the residuals. The piot of residuals versus

temperature, Shown in Figure 3'15, has the same random pattern that we have seen

APProx

F Value Pr > F

85972.9 <.0001
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Figure 3.14: Nonlinear fit for piecewise linear model with two unknown knots'

before. There is no evidence to indicate that our model is incorrect' The normal

probability plot of the residuals is shown in Figure 3'16' FYom the plot we can

say that the error terms are following a normai distribution. we also see by the

correlation matrix given in Figure 3.13, that we do not have a problem wiih high

correlation among Parameters.

FLOAD
700

,, ',:609r 500
+oo

: Fo9
,::''2oo
: loo
. :'o
-1 og

-200
-3û0
:400

. -soo
-6oo
-700

Figure 3.15: Plot of residuals vs'

unknown knots.

temperature for piecewise linear model with two
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Figure3.16:Normalprobabilityplotofresiduals

we tackled the two knot problem again in this section. This time we assumed

the knots were unknown, and therefore used nonlinear Iegression to estimate the

parameters. we found that the piecewise iinear model with two unknown knots gave

us the lowest residual sum of squares thus far. The residual plot showed us the same

random pattern that we had noticed with the other fits' It seems that adding the

extra knot to the model improved our fit to the data'

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have examined our piecewise linear models a bit further' This time

we assumed that the knots in the model were unknown' We showed how this now

became a nonlinear problern and how iterative methods needed to be used to find the

parameter estimates. We introduced nonlinear least squares and three of the iterative

methods that are often used to find parameter estimates. one particular method, the

Dud method, was shown to be an appropriate method to use for the Manitoba Hydro

data.

In the piecewise model with one knot we saw that a mol.e precise value of the

. ¿50

B
L.
0: 0
H

D
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knot was found. In chapter 2 we used 18"c for our knot, but it turned out that

the data estimated the knot to be 17.09"c instead. The iterative methods gave us

a more accurate estimate of the knot. The same goes for the two knot model' The

knots we used in the linear case were different from the knots that were estimated

from the data. This shows that the iterative methods are an efficient way to produce

appropriate estimates for the knots when we are not sure ourselves what the knots

should be. obviously, the knot will vary when looking at different data sets' If'

instead of 6pm data, we examined 6am data then the knot would probably be at a

different location. Nonlinear least squares uses the data to estimate where the knot

is.

Again, as in chapter 2 we took a close look at the residuals' As before' the same

patterns were evident in the residual plots and normal probability plots' Something

that we touched upon earlier, is that other variables may be adding to the variation

f,Ã/e see in load. There is definitely a need to address these variables in our models' In

chapter 5 we will briefly iook at this problem and see what possible adjustments we

can make to our model.
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Ckrapter 4

Furttren Aspect,s

4"I Introduction

In chapters 2 and 3 we introduced four piecewise linear models. In chapter 2 we

introduced two piecewise models that were linear in the parameters, which we will

call piecewise linear models. Then in chapter 3 we introduced two piecewise models

that were nonlinear in the parameters, we will call these piecewise nonlinear models'

These models were used to describe the reiationship between load and temperature

in our Manitoba Hydro data. one of our goals is to try to determine which of these

four models may be the best one to use. In section 4'2 we colnpare our four models

to each other, by using the extra sum of squares test, or just by comparing lhe R2

and mean square errors. In section 4.3 we discuss how profile likelihood intervals

based on the sum of squares are constructed. We then compare our Dud linear

approximation intervals to these profile likelihood intervals. we will discuss how

adequate or inadequate these approximations are. In section 4'4 we briefly discuss

the advantages and disadvantages of linear least squares. Then, in section 4'5, we

discuss the advantages and disadvantages of noniinear least squares. Through an

example we will discuss how linear approximations sometimes are vely inadequate in
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certain nonlinear Problems'

4"2 ComParing the Models

4.2.L The Linear Models

In chapter 2 we looked at two possible iinear models that we could use to fit the

Manitoba Hydro data. It is of course of interest for us to compare these models' The

two models we looked at in that chapter are known as non-nested models [9]' Non-

nested models are models that are not reduced versions of each other, where both

models have the same number of parameters. with non-nested models we would like

to select the model that gives the best fit. The first model we looked at was the one

knot linear model,

A¿: þo * þñ¿ * þz(r¿ - l8)zß * e¿'

The other model was the two knot linear model'

(4.1)

a¿: 0o I þú¿ - \r@u - 10)zro + 7z(n¿ - 20)zzo I e¿' (4.2)

If we were to choose one of these rnodels, what criteria should we use to choose

the more appropriate modei? There are a few things we could look at to compare

our two models. We will use the suggestion of Myers [5] and compal.e the 'R2 value

and the residual mean square, s2. For modei 4.1 the 'R2 value for the fitted model

was .7gki_compared to an R2 value of '7847 for model 4'2' The R2 is a good measure

of the capability of the model to fit the data. on this criterion we would suggest

choosing model 4.1.

The other measure that we ca¡r look at to compare the models, is the magnitude

of the residual mean square, s2. Generally the model with the smallest residual mean

square should be chosen [1]. When we fit model 4'7Lo the data, s2:41297' We
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compare this to the fit of model 4.2, which gave us s2 : 4337!' FYom this criterion'

again we would choose model 4'1'

Model 4.1, the one knot linear model, seems to be the modei we would choose

here. one thing to note here is that with model 4'2 we guessed at what our two knots

should be, without any prior knowledge. we saw, in chapter 3, the nonlinear least

squares procedure estimated the two knots from the data, and these knots wele very

difierent from the knots we guessed. This, of course, could bias our decision to what

the more appropriate linear model here is'

4.2.2 The Nonlinear Models

In chapter 3 we looked at two possible nonlinear models that could be used to fit our

load versus temperature data. The first model we looked at was the piecewise model

with one unknown knot. It had the following form'

a¿ : 0o l0P¿ 1- gz(r¿ - És)zs" I e¿'

The other model was the piecewise model with two unknown knots'

a¿ : 0o * gp¿ - 0r(*¿ - gr)'e, * 02(r¿ - 0a)zsn I e¿'

(4.3)

It had the form,

(4.4)

In contrast to what we had in chapter 2, these two models are nested models'

Model 4.4 isknown as our full model. Model 4.3 is known as our partial (or reduced)

model, because it has a reduced number of parameters' We want to find the simplest

model which adequateiy fits our data. To compare the two models we use a likelihood

ratio test [1]. Let 5 denote the residual sum of squares, df the corresponding degrees

of freedom, and k the number of parameters. Let subscripts / and p denote full and

partial (or reduced) models, and let subscript e denote extra' The calculations are
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summarized in Table 4'1 We then compare the F-ratio Io F(df",d'f ¡;a) and accept

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-ratio

Extra df":k¡-ko
F\rll model dl¡:n-lc
Partial model 'p: TL - kP

the reduced model if the calculated F-ratio is lower than the table value'

In our problem we are testing the hypothesis

Ilo : use reduced 4 Parameter model

vs. the alternative,

,tfo : use full 5 Parameter model'

using the information from our sAS outputs we can fill out Table 4'1' The results are

shown in Table 4.2. TheF-ratio is32.87, and we compare this to l7(1,3131;'05) -

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Squale F-ratio
1339594.5
40754.L

s"
S¡
se

: SP_ SÍ

1339594.5 32.87Extra 1

5-parameter 3131 127601097'I

¿+ar gtgZ 128940681'6

Tab\e 4.2: The extra sum of squares analysis for the 4 and 5 parameter piecewrse

model fitted to the Manitoba Hydro data'

3.84. The F-ratio is much larger than 3.84, so the p-value is very small' The likeli-

hood test shows that we should add the extra parameter into the model' Therefore'

model 4.4 may be the more appropriate model to use for our data' we note that for

nonlinear models the F-ratio will not have an exact F-distribution' But, Bates and

Watts [1], suggest that the approximation is good enough to give us good results'

Tabie4.1:Theextrasumofsqualesanalysisfornestedmode]s.
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4.2.3 Linear vs' Nonlinear Models

Finally,wecanmaketwomorecomparisons.Inall,weintroducedfourdifferent

models,twolinearmodelsandtwononlinearmodels.Wewouidliketocompareeach

linear model with its nonlinear counterpart' we have suggested before that estimating

the knots from the data instead of setting fixed knots may give us a better fit' Now

let us formally test that assumption'

First of all let us compare our one knot

model has the form

models. To repeat, the linear one knot

(4.5)
a¿: þo * þfi¿ * þz(n¿ - 78)zß * e¿'

and the nonlinear one knot modei has the form

VS.

.t/o : use full 4 Parameter model'

The extra sum of squares results are shown in Table 4'3' The

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Extra utsß.+ 441318.4
41168.8

(4.6)
u¿ : 0o * gfi¿ + 0z(r¿ - fu)zs, * e¿,

These two models are nested. Model4'6, with four parameters' buitds upon model4'5'

which has three parameters. Therefore' we use the extra sum of Squales technique,

toseeifaddingtheextraparameterintothemode]isappropriate.Thatis,test

Ilo : use reduced 3 Parameter model

F-ratio is 10.72 and

F-ratio
r0.72

4-oarameter 3L32 128940681'6
.

Table 4'3: The extra sum of squares analysis for

*ïia fitted to the Manitoba Hvdro data'
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we compare this to F(1' 3132; '05) : 3'84' The F-ratio is larger than 3'84 and the

p-valueisapproximately.00l.Sowecanconcludethataddingtheextraparameter

into the model is appropriate. Therefore, model 4'6 seems to be the model we should

choose here.

Finally, we can compare our two knot piecewise models' In chapter 2 we intro-

duced the two knot linear modei

a¿: þo I þfi¿ - þr('u - 10)a1s r þz@¿ - 20)zzo * e¿'

in Table 4.4.

Mean Square

(4.7)

(4.8)

The F-ratio:l01.59

F-ratio

Then, in chapter 3, we built on model 4'7 and' introduced the two knot nonlinear

model

a¿: 0o * 0fi¿ - ïr(x¿ - 0r)zo, + 0z(r¿ - 0a)zsn I e¿'

Again, these two models are nested, therefore we will use the extra sum of squales

technique to compare them. Model 4'7 has three parameters' and model 4'8 has five

parameters. we want to see if adding the two extra parameters into the model is

appropriate. We are testing,

Ilo : use reduced three parameter model'

vs. the alternative,

f/o : use full five Parameter model'

The extra sum of squares results are shown

Source DF Sum of Squares

Extra 2 8280556.9 4740278.45
40754.L

r01.59

5-parameter 3131 127601087'1

S-parameter 3teS 135881644

Table 4.4: The extra sum of squares analysis

model fitted to the Manitoba Hydro data'
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and we compare this to F(2'3L31;'05) : 3'00' The F-ratio is much larger than 3'00

and the p-value is very small. Therefore, we can conclude that adding the extra two

parameters into the model is appropriate' The two knot nonlinear model is considered

the more appropriate model to use for our data'

4.3 The Frofile r,ikelihood Intervals Based ofl the

Surn of Squares F\rnction

4.g.l,ThePiecewiseLinearModel\MithOneUnknownKnot

In section 3.4 we introduced the piecewise linear model with one unknown knot' In

that case there were four parameters that we needed to estimate' But' the parameter

that is of most importance to us is á3, the knot' we obtained a point estimate of

LT.0g and we also constructed an approximate 95% marginal confidence interval for

á3. This interval was

16.66 10s1t7.53'

This approximate marginal interval was constructed using

eu+ se(e)t@ - P;ulz),
(4.e)

where i :0,.. .',P - t'

How does this approximate interval, from Dud, compare with a profile likelihood

interval based on s(g)? In section 3'4 we constructed the profile sum of squares

function, s-(ár) and plotted it in Figure 3'1. we use this plot here to construct the

profile likelihood interval for 03. Just as a reminder of how this plot was constructed'

we va¡ied 93 over a grid of possible values. At each 93 we fit a iinear modei and

foundtheminimumsumofsquaresoveralltheothercoordinates.Theplotshown
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in Figure 4.1 is the view of the sum of squales function along the ás axis' we notice

thats-(93)hasanaimostsymmetricparabolicshape.Thistellsusthatthereisonly

a small degree of nonlinearity in the model-data set combination [1]' We also see

that the minimum of the sum of squales function corresponds to 93 : 17'09' our least

square estimate for 93'

Figure 4.1: sum of squares function for Hydro data for nonlinear one knot model'

The solid straight line corresponds to the profile likelihood interval'

To associate a confidence levei with the sum of squares function' we let the

marginal likeiihood interval be all values of 0 such that

s(a) S s-(0.) G + hF(L,n- P;'05))

where S- (gr) is the sum of squares associated with the least squares estimates [1]' We

superimpose the line given by 4.10 to the plot in Figure 4'1 as the solid straight line'

The solution to the points where the straight rine crosses the sum of squares function

wiilcorrespondtoourgS%profiielikelihoodinterval.Theprofilelikelihoodinterval

turns out to be

16.38< 0s<17.64.

This interval is wider than the approximate interval constructed from Dud' The
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Dudmethoddidgiveusagoodapproximationtotheprofileliketihoodintervai.Itis

true that when the degree of nonlinearity is small in a model-data set combination'

the linear approximation intervals and tiketihood intervals will be very close' see The

RumfordsExampleinBatesandWatts[1].Laterwewilldiscussarrexamplewhere

the degree of nonlinearity is very large and the linear approximations are not very

good.

4.3.2 The Nonlinear Modet With Two Knots

In chapter 3 we also introduced the piecewise linear model with two unknown knots'

That model had five parameters, but the parameters that are of interest to us are

03and0a,thetwoknots'Inchapter3weconstructedapproximaregs%marginal

intervals. The intervals were as follows'

13.56 S % 3L4.e6,

and

19.87 1 0+ 12L'53'

As we did with the one knot nonlinear model we want to compare these 95% Dud

intervals with the profile liketihood intervals' First of ali we define

s'(Pr) : ,ofüÊ,r^s(o)

we can then plot s'(ár) veIsus 93. Figure 4.2 shows us this sum of squares function'

This plot is constructed by varying á3 ov€r a grid of possible values' At each possible

value, we run a least squales fit on the model to calculate the minimizing sum of

squares over all coordinates. Note that everytime we lun the least squares fit we

are fitting a nonlinear model, because á¿ is still included in the model' Again' the

(4.11)
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Figure 4.2: Plot of sum of Squares function, S,(á,) vs. á3. The solid straight line

"oir.rpoods 
to the profile iikelihood intervai'

sum of SquaIeS function has a nice parabolic shape, again we note that it is a]most

symmetric. The plot also shows the straight line corresponding to 4'10' but replacing

s.(9r)withs'(ge).Thesolutionstotheintersectionofthelinesgivesusourprofile

likelihood interval for 03 as

13.45 10s < L5'22'

As before, the liketihood interval is wider, but Dud has produced a good approxima-

tion.

Finally, we look at the plot of the sum of squares function versus 0a' This particuiar

sum of squares function is defined as follows'

s'(r,a) : min
0o r0r r0z,0g

s(0). (4.12)

The plot is given in Figure 4.3. Similar to the previous plot, this plot is constructed

by varying ga over a grid of possible values. At each value of 0awe run a nonlinear

least squares fit to calculate the minimizing sum of squares over all coordinates' The

least squares method is nonlinear because á3 is making the model be nonlinear at

fHETñ3
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each fitting. Again, \rye see the same parabolic shape to the sum of squares function'

ssE
L 28E+08

| , ZgE+09

. :. .:

| , Z8Ei0B

'| , ?BE+o8

Figure 4.3: Plot of sum of squales function, s'(0+) vs' 0q' The solid straight line

coiesporrds to the likelihood interval'

The straight line in the prot corresponds to 4.10, but with s'(0n) replacing s-(pr)'

The solution to the intersection of the straight line and '9'(0a) gives us the profile

likelihood interval as

19.59 I 0¿<2r.74'

once again, the likelihood intervals are wider, but Dud has produced a good approx-

imation.

Flom this section we have seen that as long as the degree of nonlinearity is small'

theDudprocedurewillgivegoodlinearapproximations.Thisistrueofanynonlinear

method [1]. In the next section we take a look at advantages and disadvantages of

both the iinear and noniinear least squares methods' we witl look at a disadvantage

of nonlinear least squares when the degree of nonlinearity is high' This will be shown

through an examPle'
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4"4 Advantages and Ðisadvantages of Linear T,east

Squares

4.4.1" The Advantages

Linear least squares regression has earned its piace as the primary tool for process

modeling [7]. Although there are types of data that are better described by functions

that are nonlinear in the parameters, many processes in science and engineering are

well described by iinea¡ models. This can either be because the processes are linear

or because, over short ranges of data, any pIoceSS can be described to a high degree

of accuracy by a linea,r model. The estimates of the unknown parameters obtained

from linear least squares regression are unbiased and have minimum variance among

all unbiased linear estimators. Linear least squares makes very efficient use of the

data[5]. Good results can be obtained with relatively small data sets. The theory

associated with linear regression is well understood and ailows for construction of

different types of easy to understand statistical intervals and regions for inference'

with our Manitoba Hydro data, the linear models were good models to use. This

is true under the assumption that we know what our knots are and they are fixed'

With predetermined knots we have simple piecewise linear models that described

the relationship between load and temperature very well. Appropriate confidence

intervals and regions were constructed, so that we could make ploper conclusions

about the unknown Parameters.

4.4.2 TheDisadvantages

The main disadvantages of linear least squares are limitations in the shapes that

linea¡ models can take over long ranges, poor extrapolation properties and sensitivity

to ouiliers [5]. Linear models cuîve relatively slowly, so for nonlinear processes it
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becomes increasingly difficuli io find a linear modei that fits the data well as the

range of the data increases. As the explanatory variabre increases to infinity, the

predicted response from the linear model will also always go to positive or negative

infinity. This means that linear models may not be effective for extrapolating the

results of a process for which data cannot be collected in the region of interest' one

may say that extrapolation is dangerous regardless of the model type, but linear

models are especially bad choices for processes which it is known that the response

does not aPProach infinitY'

while the method of least squares often gives optimal estimates of the unknown

parameters, it is very sensitive to unusual data points found in the data set' one

or two outliers can sometimes seriously skew the results of a least squares analysis'

That is why studying residual plots to examine potential outliers is important'

For our piecewise linear models we did not have the problem of outiiers' so our

results were very accurate. The problem we did have is ihat we were assuming fixed

knots and using the least squales procedure to calculate parameter estimates' we

witnessed in chapter 3 that estimating the knots from the data gave us reliable loca-

tions for knots. These knots were different from the knots we had used in chapter 2'

In turn, using nonlinear methods and adding more parameters to our models gave

us improved models for fitting the data' A nonlinear function seems to be more

appropriate for our Manitoba Hydro problem'
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4.5 Advantages and Ðisadvantages of Nonlinear Least

Squares

4.5.L The Advantages

The biggest advantage of nonlinear least squares regression over many other tech-

niques is the broad range of functions that can be fit' Although many scientific and

engineering processes can be described well using linear modeis, there are many other

processes that are inherentiy nonlinear'

Being a "least sum of squares" procedure, nonlinear least squares shares some

of the same advantages (and disadvantages) that iinear least squares regression has

over other methods. One shared advantage is the effrcient use of the data. Nonlinear

regression can produce good estimates of the unknown parameters in the model with

relatively small datasets. Another advantage that nonlinear least squares shares with

linear least squares is a fairly well deveioped theory for computing confidence intervals'

In most cases the intervals produced by noniinear regression are only approximately

correct, but these intervals still work very well in practice'

In chapter 3 we used the Dud method to compute our parameter estimates. The

Dud method is very useful when it is not possible to provide the derivatives required

for other nonlinear procedures. with Dud, numerical estimates of the derivatives are

cornputed from observed shifts in f as the values of the 0¡ are changed. As long as the

data set is large enough, the Dud method wili work just as well as any other iterative

method.

In our Hydro problem, we introduced more parameters into our linear models

that corresponded to our unknown knots. FYom there the relationship between load

and temperature could only be explained by a nonlinear function. The Dud method

seemed to give us very sensible results. In section 4.3 we compared the approximate
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intervals from Dud with the profile likelihood intervals based on s(g)' we concluded

that the Dud intervals were very good approximations to the profile likelihood in-

tervals. This is due to the fact that there was a small degree of nonlinearity in the

model-data set combination. By plotting the sum of squares function, s(0), versus

the parameters of interest we can make conclusions about the degree of nonlinearity'

In all three plots of section 4.3, there was a symmetric parabolic shape to the sum of

squares function. This indicated to us a small degree of nonlinearity'

Another lvay we could have made conclusions about the degree of nonlinearity

in our two knot model was to plot the sum of squares contours' In Figure 4'4 we

have done just that. In section 4.3 we plotted the sum of squares functions in one

dimension, for the contours we ale looking at the function in two dimensions and in

a sense ,,slicing,' across at the desired levels. Recall in chapter 3 that we plotted the

S.(ár,áa) function versus 03 and 0¿. To produce the contours \rye "slice" this function

at our desired levels. We have plotted our two knots velsus each other and produced

the sum of squares contours. The plot gives us the 50%, 95T0, and 99% contours' We

t 3.5
I 9.5 ¿9' s

gqt,

Figure 4.4: Sum of squares contours for two knot nonlinear model'

notice that these contours have a very nice elliptical shape to them' we come to the

same conclusion as \rye did in section 4.3, the degree of nonlinearity is very small' The

\-.,, ::: 'r.; + ".. \ì\i-"'=' =j *\
__i+\ì¡=._ 

")
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Dud results are very good approximations to the likelihood results. In general, this

wiil be true with any problem. If sum of squaÏes contour plots show nice elliptical

shapes, then the degree of nonlinearity is small. If the degree of nonlinea¡ity is small,

then the approximations given by nonlinea¡ least squares will be very good'

4.5.2 The Disadvantages

The major disadvantage of moving to nonlinear least squa,res regression from simpler

modeling techniques like linear least squares is the need to use iterative procedures to

compute the parameter estimates. With functions that are linea¡ in the parameters

the least squares estimates of the parameters can aiways be obtained analytically,

while that is generally not the case with nonlinear models. However, these procedures

are easily performed by software such as SAS'

The use of iterative procedures requires the user to provide starting values for

the unknown parameters before the software can begin the iteration process. The

starting values must be reasonably close to the yet unknown parameter estimates or

the procedure will not converge. Bad starting values can also cause the software to

converge to a local minimum rather than the global minimum that defines the least

squares estimates.

Disadvantages shared with linear least squares procedures include a strong sensi-

tivity to outliers. Just as in the linear least squares analysis, the presence of one or

two outliers in the data can seriously affect the results of a nonlinear analysis' Un-

fortunately, there are fewer model validation tools for detecting outliers in nonlinear

regression tha¡r there are for linear regression [5]'

As we mentioned above, the Dud method works well when we have a I'rich" amount

of data. There have been cases with relatively small data sets where the Dud method

did not appear to work as well as the derivative'requiring methods [9]. In those cases

convergence either was not obtained, was not as fast, or the final estimates did not
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appeaï to be as good.

Earlier, we talked about the advantages of nonlinear least squares' One aspect

we talked about is how the noniinear methods will give us good approximations as

long as the degree of nonlinearity in the model-data set combination is small' We

showed that in our Hydro example the degree of nonlinearity was indeed very smail

and so the approximations given by Dud were very good. By plotting the sum of

squares function and contours we can tell what the degree of nonlinearity is' sum of

squares functions with symmetric parabolic shapes and sum of squares contours that

are quite elliptical both indicate small degrees of nonlinea.rity'

Here we take a look at an example which shows us the situation where the degree

of nonlinearity is very large. The linear approximation will then not be very good'

The following is taken from Bates and Watts [1]'

BOD examPle

Data on biochernical oxygen demand (BoD) was obtained. To determine the BoD,

a sample of stream water was injected with organic matter, inorganic nutrients' and

dissolved oxygen, and divided into BOD bottles. Each bottle was innoculated with

a mixed culture of microorganisms, sealed, and incubated at constant temperature'

Then the bottles were opened periodically and analyzed for dissolved oxygen con-

centration from which the BoD was calculated in rng/L' The results are shown in

Table 4.5. A model was derived to be

Time BOD
(days) (-e/L)

1 8.3

2 10.3

3 19.0

4 16.0

5 15.6

7 19.8

Table 4.5: BOD versus time'
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a: ot(\- "-0"),

where E is the predicted BOD and z is time'

UsingProcNLINinSAswecanfitanonlinearmodeltothisdata'Sincederiva-

tives are easily obtained for this model, the Gauss-Newton method is used' The

results from SAS are given in Figure 4'5'

The NLIN Procedu¡e

APProx

EstiEÂte Std E¡ror Âpprorimate 962 Confideace

19.1426 2.4959 L2'2t29 26'0722

0.5311 0.2031 -0.0327 1.0949

Approximate Correlation Matrir
thetal theta2

thetal l.OOOOOOO -0'8528007
th€ta2 -0.8528007 1.0000000

(4.13)

Pars!ûeter

thetal
th€ta.2

Figure 4.5: Proc NLIN output for BOD data'

The parameter estimates are þ : çts.t+3,0.5311)/. The approximate 95% marginal

confidence interval for 9r is

t2.2r<0t126-07,

and the approximategS% marginal confidence interval for áz is

-0.03 <02<7'09.

How do these approximate intervals compare to the profiie likelihood intervals?

what is the degree of nonlinearity in the model-data set combination? To answer

the second question let us take a look at the sum of squares contour plots' Recall in

the last section we plotted the sum of squares contours for our two knot nonlinear

problem. we saw that the contours were quite elliptical, indicating a small degree of

nonlinearity. Therefore, the approximate intervals from Dud were very good approx-
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imations to the likelihood profile intervals. The sum of squares contours for the BoD

example are shown in Figure 4.6. We notice right away that the contours do not

.;

ù -00 1..r.-'r-'r'-¡-'"r
't0 20

fhetÞl

Figure4.6:SumofsquarescontoursfortheBoDdata.

follow elliptical shapes. one can even consider these contours as having hyperbolic

shapes. we would hypothesize that the Gauss-Newton linear approximations are not

going to be adequate.

Let us take a look at just one of the parameters, á1. By varying 91 over a grid of

possible values and calcuiating the minimizing sum of squares over the coordinates

for both parameters we can than piot the sum of squares function vemus á1' The sum

of squares function has the form,

S-(á') : rxl"s(0)' (4.t4)

That plot is given in Figure 4.7. We notice a few things right away. First of all the

sum of squares function is definitely not parabolic. The function is assymetric, with

a very apparent steeper rise to the right of the minimum than to the left. Florn sAS

we obtained the least squares estimate for ár to be Lg.L43, which corresponds to the

minimum point of the function in Figure 4.7. In the plot we also have the straight

line corresponding to 4.10, with s-(g1) replacing s-(gr)' The intersection ors-(0t)
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Figure4'7:SumofsquaresfunctionforBoDdatafor0l.

with this line gives us a 95% profiie tikelihood interval for ár as

74.2<pl <36.8.

This is definitely different from the linear approximation interval given by the Gauss-

Newton method. The profile likelihood interval is much wider because of the high

degree of assymetry in the function. This example shows us that in many nonlin-

ear analyses, linear approximations provide inadequate summaries of the inferential

results. This is true especially when the degree of nonlinearity is high. There are im-

proved graphical methods for summarizing inferential results of a nonlinear analysis'

Bates and Watts [1] discuss methods such as profile ú plots, profile traces and profile

pair sketches.

4.6 Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to take a look at some further considerations when

it comes to linear and nonlinear least squaxes. We started off by comparing our four
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models. We concluded that the five parameter piecewise linear model with unknown

knots was the most adequate model of the four to use in our Hydro problem' we then

looked at how likelihood profile intervals based on s(g) are constructed. The sum

of squares function had nice parabolic shapes and so our Dud linear approximation

intervals were adequate representations of the likelihood profile intervals' Since our

functions were symmetric and parabolic, the model-data set combination had a small

degree of nonlinearity. Briefly we discussed the advantages and disadvantages of linear

least squares. We then turned our attention to the advantages and disadvantages

of nonlinear least squares. sum of squares contours were constructed for our two

knot nonlinear problem. We saw that the contours had nice elliptical shapes, which

indicated a smali degree of nonlinearity. Therefore, the iinear approximation intervais

were again good approximations to the likelihood profile intervals. Through the BOD

example, we showed the case where the linear approximations are very inadequate'

This was due to the large degree of nonlinearity in the model-data set combination'
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Chapter 5

Vlodifyîreg T'he ModeÏ

S. L Introduction

Up to this point we have looked at a few different models that could be used to

describe the relationship between load and temperature. what we have done so far

is only taken a subset of the data. We have only taken a look at all data recorded at

6pm. We have shown that the five parameter piecewise linear model with unknown

knots fit the data the best. Flom now on, we will only discuss this five parameter

nonlinear model. We may want to ask a few questions' How do the parameters in

the model change for different times of the day? What about over different days?

months? years? Is there one model that we can use to incorporate all these factors?

Or do we need to use several different models for different combinations? In this

chapter we will try to answer some of these questions by examining the data further

and fitting our model to different subsets of the data'
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5"2 The Time of ÐaY Affect

Throughout our discussion so far we have only taken a look at 6pm data' The fitted

five parameter model for the data is

A : 242I.tg - 34.t8r+ 34.18(r - t4.25)zu.zs

+37 '39(r - 20'70)22¡.7s,

(5.1)

where
1, if.rlt4.25,

0, otherwise,
zr4.z5:

and (
| 1, If n ) 20.70,

"'o''o: 1 o, otherwise.\

But, how does the fitted model change over the course of a day? With the temperature

varying so much over the period of 24 hours, it is right to assume that the parameters

will change from hour to hour. To exarnine this, we ran a nonlinear analysis using

pROC NLIN on data from each hour of the day. Table 5.1 shows us how the five

parameters change over the course of a day. By examing Table 5'1 we do see that the

parameters are definitely changing from hour to hour'

To get a better idea of how much the parameters vary let us take a look at

Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1 gives us four different plots. We have the plots of.0¡ 02, 03 and

0+ each versus hour of day. We can see that the "heating slope", ái, varies a lot during

the course of a day. We see that after midnight the slope decreases until about 8am,

then from there the slope increases until it reaches a maxirnum at about 3pm and

then begins to decrease again. It then shows a smaller peak at around 10 or llpm.

Looking at the "cooling slope", 02, we see that the variation isn't as much, but the

slope does peak at about 10am and then siowly decreases throughout the rest of the



Hour 0o 0a0z0z0t

1 1858.4

2 1793.6

3 L760.2

4 t745.6
5 1745.8

6 1783.5

7 1916.6

I 21493
I 2311.5

10 2373.8

11 2392.7

t2 240t.6
13 2368.7

74 2343.4

15 2377.2

16 2314
t7 2369.6

18 242L.2

19 2387.6

20 2353.5

2L 2315.8

22 2255.L

23 2L39.9

24 1974.3

-33.40
-33.95
-34.62
-35.20
-35.88
-36.73

qF, I r)
-J f .ùù

-36.47
-33.88
-3L.52
-29.87
-28.49
-27.55
-27.18
-27.15
-28.04
-30.24
-34.18
-35.219
-34.97
Ðt t'rD

-ùù. I ù

-32.68
-32.54
-32.86

27.35

27.92
29.75
24.L8
24.55
20.91
26.59

35.95
48.06
50.44
46.68
46.52

46.62
43.06
38.13
36.72
37.85
37.39
4t.95
40.59
36.52
33.42

36.69
33.00

11.06

10.89
10.81
10.99
10.91
11.30

12.70
14.87
15.10

15.69
15.09
14.58

14.02
13.74
13.80
13.80
14.20

t4.25
t4.24
14.37
14.03
13.00

11.60
10.90

15.40

16.04
16.50

15.40
15.68
15.20

t6.54
17.80
L9.67
20.80
21.50
22.43

23.01
22.87
22.t2
2L.44
21.38
20.70

20.80
20.11
19.00
17.30

16.66
16.07

Table 5.I: 0¿ versus hour of daY.

Figure 5.1: Plots of 01, 0r, 0s and g+ each versus hour of day'
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day. The first knot, 93, peaks at about 10am and then decreases, remains constant

during the evening hours and then decreases over night. Finally, the second knot, áa,

remains somewhat constant over night and then increases to a maximum at about

1pm and then steadily decreases throughout the rest of the day'

So, what does all of this mean? Do we need to have a different model for each

hour of the day? Do we somehow incorporate a time of day variable into our model?

The choice is up to us. Going in either direction will not give us incorrect results.

As we will shortly see, there are other variables contributing to the variation in load.

These variables will need to be incorporated into the model. We do not want a model

that is too complicated, having too many parameters. Adding some sort of indicator

variable for each hour of the day will only complicate our model even more. For now,

we will choose to fit our model 24 times, once for each hour of the day'

In the next few sections we will look at three additional va¡iables that are adding

to the variation in load. These three variables are day, month and year'

5.3 The Day of the Week Affect

In section 3.5 we fit a piecewise linear model with two unknown knots to the Manitoba

Hydro 6pm data. One of the things we did to check the assumptions of the model was

to examine the residuals. Figure 5.2 shows us the plot of residuals versus temperature

that we had originally in section 3.5.

We see from the plot that the residuals have a nice ra¡rdom scatter with no obvious

patterns and no obvious outliers. But, we also notice that there is a lot of variation'

What we will do here is examine our residuals even further. Let us break down the

residuals by day of the week. Figure 5.3 shows us the plot of residuals versus day of

the week. We can see that there is an apparent pattern in the residuals. The residuals

seem to be constant except for a difference for FYiday, Saturday and Sunday. This
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where (
| 1, if r¿>0s,

zh: \
I O, otherwise,

(I t, if r¿>0a,
Zïn: \-o4 

[ o, otherwise,

and 
I ,, if data point is from DøY,

DaY:1
I o, otherwise.

If data is from a day other than FYiday, Saturday or Sunday than we have our

original nonlinear two knot model'

when we fit model 5.2 Lo the data using PROC NLIN in SAS we obtain the output

in Figure 5.4. The fitted model is written as

means that we may need to adjust our model by adding some sort of indicator variable

for each of these three days in the model. A suggestion for the new model would be

a¿ : 0o i 0ñ¿ - gr(r¿ - gs)"e, * 02(t¿ - 1n)'en (5 2)

+1i FYiday * 7z Saturday * 73 Sunday * e¿,

y : 2507 '60 - 34'33r + 34'33(r - Il'lt)zu1t (5'3)

+36.50(r - 20.69)220.6e - 215'60 FYidav

-270.20 SaturdaY - 68.10 SundaY'

We notice from the SAS output that none of the approximate 95% confidence intervals

cover the value zero. That means we can say that ali the parameters in the model

are significant and should be included in the model'

we may also perform an extra sum of squares test to see if adding the three extra



Source

Regressiou
Residual
Uncorrected Total

correct€d Total

Para-uet€r

theta0
thetal
th€ta2
tbeta3
theta4
gå.ma1
gâ*42
gamè3

Sum of
DF Squares

I 1.766E10
3L28 89265736
3136 1.765E10

3135 6.2923E8

Mea¡ APPlor
Squa-re F Value Pr > F

2.1946E9 76903.2 <.0001
28537.6

Esti-trate

2507.6
-34.3267
36. 4967
14. 1086
20. 6929

-215.6
-270.2

-68. 1017

Approx
Std Error

4 .8506
0 .3366
2.1724
0.2976
0 .3612
8.7926
8 .4554
9.0226

Approxinate 96%

Confidence Li:¡its

2498.L 26L7.L
-34.9848 -33.6686
32.237L 40.7563
13.6261 1.4.6920
19.9847 21.4011
-232.8 -198.4
-286.8 -263.6

-86.7927 -60.4106

Figure 5.4: PROC NLIN output
day component.

for Hydro data using noniinear model with added

parameters into the model is valid. Table 5.2 shows the resuits of the extra sum of

squares test for the eight parameter model. We see that the F-ratio is very large and

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-ratio
447.78Extra 3 38335331.1

8-parameter 3128 89265736

72778450.4

28537.6-d
Table 5.2: The extra sum of squares analysis for the 5 a¡rd 8 parameter piecewise

model fitted to the Manitoba Hydro data'

therefore highly significant. Therefore it is valid to add the three extra parameters

into our nonlinear model'

Let us again examine the plot of residuals versus day of the week to see if the new

model has adjusted for the day factor. Figure 5.5 shows us the new plot of residuals

versus day. We see that the residuals are essentially constant throughout the whole

\/eek. There are no significant deviations that we need to adjust for. Model 5.2 has

taken into account the day variable.
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5.4 The Seasonal ,A'ffect

Another variable that we assume may be adding to the variation is a seasonal or

monthly variable. With the temperature changing so much from month to month

and season to season, it is right to assume that we may need to address this in

our model. Figure 5.6 shows us the plot of residuals versus month after fitting our

original five parameter noniinear model. There is definitely a pattern in the residuals'

In particular we see that the residuals are higher than average for the months of

November, December and January, and the residuals are lower than average for the

months of March, April, and May. The residuals for the rest of the months seem to

be constant. We suggest modifying model 5.2 by adding what we will call a 'îinter"

variable (November, December, January) and a"spring" variable (March, April, May)'

The model is then as follows

u¿ : go l0p¿ - 0r(r¿ - lr)ze, * 02(n¿ - î¿)"en

+7r Fliday -l- 7z Saturday * 73 Sunday

(5 4)
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+al Winter + d2 SPring f e¿,

where the conditions for z¡s, z¡t, and Day are still the same as in model 5.2' There

is the extra condition,

Season:
1, if data point is from Season,

0, otherwise.

Using PROC NLIN in SAS \4/e fit model 5.4to our Hydro data. The output from

SAS is given in Figure 5.7. The fitted model is written as

A : 2454.8 - 28.29r + 28.29(r - 14'80)zia.6s (5.5)

+36.14(r - 20.81)220.81 - 221'L Fliday

-274.20 Saturday - 68.79 SundaY

+229.60 Winter - 48.68 SPring.
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Source

Regressiou
Residual
Uncorrected Total

Cor.r€ct€d Total

Sr¡m of
DF Squares

10 1.768810
3126 68062246
3136 1.766E10

3135 6.2923E8

Mea¡ APProx

Square F Valu€ P¡ ) F

1.767889 80746.5 <.0001
21769.8

Approxinate 96%

Co¡Jidence Linits

2443.9 2466.7
-28.9653 -27.6169
32.3889 39.8933
14.1616 16.4386
20.171,9 2L.4486

2L2.7 246.6
-66.8369 -42.6262

-236.0 -206.2
-288.7 -269.8

-84.0244 -63.6686

Para-E€ter

tb€ta0
thetal
theta2
theta3
th€ta4
a1pha1
alpba2
8Þ'-41
g¡lms2
g"ma3

Estimat€

2464.8
-28.29tL
36.1411
14 .8001
20 .8102

229.6
-49 .6815

-22r,L
-274.2

-68.7915

Approx
Std Error

6.5475
o. 3439
1.9136
0. 3256
0. 3256
8.6058
3. 6493
7.6027
7. 3863
7. 7689

Figure 5.2: PROC NLIN output for Hydro data using nonlineil model with added

season component.

According to the apptoximate confidence intervals in the output, we can say that all

parameters are significant and should be included in the model.

Again, we will conduct an extra sum of squares test. We will see if adding the two

extra parameters to model 5.2 is a vâlid thing to do. Table 5.3 shows us the results of

the extra sum of squares test. As in the previous section we have a very iarge F-ratio,

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-ratio
Extra 2 21213490 487.22

1O-parameter 3126 68052246

8-parameter 3128 89265736

Table 5.3: The extra sum of squares analysis for the 5 a¡rd 8 parameter piecewise

model fitted to the Manitoba Hydro data.

which is highly statistically significant. Therefore, we conclude that adding the two

extra parameters into the model is appropriate.

We can no\/ plot the residuals versus month after fitting model 5.4 to the data'

Figure 5.8 shows us the plot of residuals versus month. There is a nice random pattern,

with no particular month showing any unusually high or lo\ry values for residuals' We

10606745
2L769.9
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can see that fitting model 5.4 has eliminated the problem we had with the pattern in

the residuals as seen in Figure 5'6'
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t{ot¡TH

Figure 5.8: Plot of residuals vs.

variable.

5.5 The Year Affect

The Manitoba Hydro data that we have been using is data collected since 1992 until

the year 2000. One of the other variables we considered was year. We assume that

load may vary from year to year. Figure 5.9 is the plot of residuals versus year after

fitting our original nonlinear five parameter model. By examining the plot we can

see that there is an upward trend in the residuals. One reason for the trend could

be that in recent years people are buying more air conditioning units and therefore

the demand for electricity has gone up. It seems that we need to year adjust our

model to take into account the trend. Therefore we modify model 5.4 by adding a

year component. The new model is as follows

u¿ : ?fi¿ - ït(r¿- îs)te" * 02(r¿ - 0+)zen

+71 Fliday * 72 Saturday * 73 Sunday

month after adjusting nonlinear
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Figure 5.9: Plot of residuals vs. year for our original nonlinear piecewise model with
two unknown knots.

+r1 Winter I az Spring

+ú1992 + ó27993 + fut994+ ó4t995 + d5 1996

+ó61997 + óT1998 + dB 1999 t Óg2000 t e¿,

where the conditions for z¡s, z¡t, DøA, and Season are as given in 5.4 and

Year:
1, if data point is from Year,

0, otherwise.

We notice that we do not need the 'height" parameter, 0s in our model anymore.

When we ran PROC NLIN with á0 in the model, the output did not give a standard

error for 9s. There was also some sort of interaction that u/as seen between á6 and

/s. For these reasons we decided to eliminate ás from our model.

We then fit model 5.6 to our data using PROC NLIN. The output from SAS

is shown in Figure 5.10. All parameters seem to be significant according to the
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Sou¡ce

Regression
Residual
U¡corr€ct€d Total

Correct€d Total

Sum of
DF Squa.res

18 1.761E10
3118 36633878
3136 1.766E10

3135 6.292388

Approx
Estimate Std Error

Mean Approx
Square F Value Pr > F

9.783788 85608.7 <.0001
LL428.4

Parameter

thetal
th€ta2
th€ta3
theta4
a1phal
aIpha2
gamal
gama2
8a-43
phil
phi2
phi3
pbi4
pb.i5
phi6
phiT
phiS
phi9

-28.4649
36.3339
L4.6367
21_.0829

232.3
-55.8448

-22r.O
-274.4

-67 .9720
2296.O
2346.7
2377.O
2394.2
2446.6
2494.6
2694.2
2650. 9
2602.6

o.2642
t.4428
0. 2315
0. 2401
6.4771
4.9437
5. 5649
5.3618
5. 7096
7. 5645
6.7043
6. 8387
6.7782
6.7299
6. 7988
6. 8893
6.8166
7.2L44

Approxinate 96.l
ConJidence Liníts

-28.9532 -27.9666
32.6050 38.1628
t4.L827 16.0907
20.6120 21.6638

219.6 246.0
-66.6381 -46.1516

-231.9 -210.7
-284.9 -263.9

-79.1671 -56.7768
2287.L 2310.8
2332.6 2368.8
2363.6 2390.4
2380.9 2407.4
2432.4 2468.8
248L.2 2607.8
2680.7 2607.7
2637.6 2564.3
2688.4 26L6.7

Figure 5.10: PROC NLIN output for Hydro data using nonlinear model with added
year component.
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approximate confidence intervais. The fitted moder is written as folows

A : -28.46r + 28.46(r _ 14.64)z1a.6a

*35.33 (ø - 2I.08) 221.08 _ 22I.00 Fliday _ 2T  . }Saturday

67.97 Sunday + 282.J0 Winter _ b5.g5 Spring

+2296.00 * Igg2 + 2845.70x 1998 + 2BTZ.00 * Igg4

+239420x 199b + 2445.60* 1996 + 2494.50 * I99T

+2594.20* 1998 + 2b50.9 * 1999 + 2602.6* 2000.

(5.7)

Model 5'6 has eighteen parameters. Let us perform the extra sum of squares test
to see if adding the extra parametes is valid. Table 5.4 shows us the extra sum of
squares results' As we had seen in the previous two sections, the F-ratio for the test is

Sou¡ce DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F_ratio
Extra 27213490 354.5818-parameter 8118 856883Zg
1o-parameter@

Table 5'4: The extra sum of squares analysis for the 10 and 1g parameter piecewisemodel fitted to the Manitoba Hydro data.

large and statisticaliy significant' This tells us that adding the eight extra parameters
into the model was appropriate.

Let us now look at the plot of the residuals versus year

to the data' Figure b.11 shows us the prot. we see that the
present in Figure b.g is no longer apparent. Modet b.6 has

trend we noticed in the residuals.

324i8368
77428.4

after fitting model b.6

upward trend that was

taken into account the
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Figure 5.11: Plot of residuals vs. year after adjusting nonlinear model for year variable.

5.6 Concluslon

In this chapter we examined the data a little further. We investigated how variables

such as yea,r' month and day of the week affect our model. FYom residual plots we

noticed trends and patterns that we needed to take into account. Using the 6pm data

we created model 5.6 that could be used to best describe the relationship between

load and temperature. In section 5.2 we noticed how the parameters change over the

course of a day, from hour to hour. We suggest that one should fit model 5.6 for

whatever hour of the day the investigator is interested in.

What we have done in this chapter is just one suggestion for a model to fully

describe the relationship between load and temperature. There are other ways one

can tackle the problem. For example, instead of the year component we could have a

time of day component in model 5.6 and then fit a different model for each year. Engle

et al.l3l came up with a model similar to ours but they added a holiday component,

to account for holidays such as New Year's, Christmas, etc.
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Chapten 6

Comclusioxa

This study has developed regression models for forecasting peak hourly load. In

chapter 1 we discussed that one of the main goals of this practicum was the notion

that we need to somehow temperature-adjust the historical load data. We introduced

piecewise linear models with both predetermined and unknown knots that could be

used to describe the relationship between load and temperature. Before introducing

the models \4/e gave the background of iinear and nonlinear least squares. This back-

ground information helped us understand how parameter estimates are calcuiated

and how confidence regions and intervals are constructed.

Another focus of this practicum was to examine the nonlinear methods that are

utilized in the fiiting of piecewise linear models. The Dud method was discussed as the

nonlinear method of choice in our problem and is the method that Manitoba Hydro

has used for many yearc. The Dud method gave us very accurate approximations

to likelihood results. We concluded that a piecewise linear model with two unknown

knots would give us the best fit to our Hydro data. This conclusion was made after

conducting extra sum of squares tests on the models. For further discussions on the

Dud method, see Ralston and Jenrich [8].

We did see that nonlinear least squares does not always give us accurate results.
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Through the BOD example from Bates and Watts [t], we saw how the linear approx-

imations were not always good in giving us good inferential results' The approxi-

mations were very much different than the likelihood results. F\,rrther work could be

done here to examine such methods as profile ú plots, profile traces, and profile pair

sketches as alternatives to the linear approximations. But with our Hydro problem

we did not see any problem with the Dud approximations'

In chapter 5 we briefly discussed how other variables are contributing to the vari-

ation in load. We examined how fitted curves change over years' months, days of the

week, and over the course of a day. We constructed a model that incorporated these

variables. This modei was seen to be very good in describing the relationship. More

work could be done here. One could see if there are better models that could be used

to fit the data. If the parameters are changing significantiy over different combina-

tions of years, months, and days, then we can use 'landom coeffiecient modeis" to

describe the relationships. For the larger research project, one may look at how these

piecewise random coeffi.cient models in conjuction with historical weather data can

give an idea of potential load extremes. Also, there may be other parametric models

that would be easier to interPret.

A lot of work has been done in the fietd of forecasting load. As we've mentioned

at the beginning, Manitoba Hydro focuses a lot of their efforts on this topic. In

literature, Mckean and Winger [4] and Engle et aL l2l look at the problem through

econometric models. Engle et at. l3l produce models similar to ours but incorporate

influences such as holidays and average loads. Skinner [13] uses a day variable, noon

efiective temperature variable, and what he calls a "sunset" variable in his model.

As was mentioned in the beginning, we have only touched upon one aspect of the

whole Manitoba Hydro problem. The way our models change over time is currently

being looked at. We want to see if there is one model that best describes the way

the parameters are changing over time. There is the subject of accurate forecasting
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and attaching precision to forecasts. Another aspect being looked at is the need to

quantify the effects of noise through measures of robustness. Hopefully, the results

of this project will give Manitoba Hydro a better understanding of the influence of

noise factors on load forecasts.

As you can see there is a lot of research being done in this area. As mentioned

before, accurate forecasts are very important for companies like Manitoba Hydro'

Many important decisions have to made based on these forecasts' An error in a

forecast could cost a company tike Manitoba Hydro a lot of money.
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Appendix A

The Ðata

In our discussions we have used data collected by Manitoba Hydro since April of 1992.

Many variables \ryere measured, but Table 4.1 shows a subset of the data containing

only the variables that were of importance to us. WODATE is of course the date the

WODATE HOUR TEMP
("c)

NET
(Mw)

CURT
(Mw)

LOAD
(Mw)

DAYTYPE

17NOV99 18 0.5 2745 0 2745 WED

17NOV99 19 0.5 2687 0 2687 WED

17NOV99 20 0.4 2602 42 2644 WED

17NOV99 2l 0 2529 48 2577 WED

l7NOV99 22 -0.5 2497 7 2504 WED

17NOV99 23 -t.7 2384 I 2385 WED

17NOV99 24 -1.6 2L48 I 2t49 WED

18NOV99 1 -2 2038 0 2038 THU

18NOV99 2 -2.4 2009 0 2009 THU

18NOV99 3 -2.7 1967 0 L967 THU

Table 4.1: Partial data set collected by Manitoba Hydro

data was taken. HOUR is the hour of the day recorded in standard hour units. TEMP

is the average Winnipeg temperature taken over the corresponding hour in degrees

celsius. For example in the first row of Table 4.1 the average temperature between

6pm and 7pm was 0.5'C. NET is the maximum hourly demand of electricity required

to meet the needs of Manitoba customers, mea,sured in megawatts (MW). CURT is
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the load that could be curtailed on short notice, also measured in megawatts' LOAD,

which is the variable we are most interested in, is NET+CURT, and is measured in

megawatts. Finally DAYTYPE is which day of the week the data point comes from'
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Appendix B

SAS Code

In this appendix we introduce some of the SAS code used to fit the linear a¡rd nonlinear

models.

E}.1 PROC REG code for linear rnodels

In chapter 2 we fit piecewise linear models to the Manitoba Hydro data using SAS'

We first fit a piecewise linear model with one knot. The following code was used to

fit this particular one knot model.

tibname test8 v612'c:\WlND0ltS\desktop\Marc' ;

data test8.net6;

set test4.stdl8;

load=net+curt;

if (tenp > 18) then 218=1; else 218=0;
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betal=tenp;

beta2=(tenp-18) *zI8i

TUn;

proc reg data=test .netS;

mod.e1 load=betal beta2;

output out=two P=Pload R=RIoad;

run;

As you can see we have a statement thai creates the indicator variable, 4s' The

PROC REG statement needs a model statement. By using the output statement we

created a data set called "two" which has the predicted values and the residuals'

The second type of linear model we fit using sAS was the two knot piecewise

model. The following code was used'

libnane testg v612'c:\!'lIND0lrrS\Desktop\Marc' ;

data test9.net7;

set testg.hour18;

if (tenp>lO) then 210=1; else 210=0;

if (tenp>2O) tben 220=L; else 220=0;

betal=tenp;

beta2=(tenp-20) *220;

if (tenp>lO) then do;
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betal= (ternp- (tenp- 10) ) *210 ;

end;

run;

proc reg data=test9.net7;

model load=betal beta2;

output out=tl,to P=Pload R=Rload;

run;

Again, notice the statements used to create the two indicator variables'

8.2 FROC NL,N code for nonlinear models

Nonlinear piecewise models were fit using SAS, in chapter 3' The following code was

used to fit the nonlinear piecewise model with one knot.

líbname nlin v612 'c: \ltIIND0WS\Desktop\Marc' ;

data nlin.net8;

set nlin.hourlS;

run;

proc nlin data=nlin.net8 method=DUD;

pa-rms b0=2433 .8 b1=-32.86 b2=69 ' 27 b3=18;

if (tenp < b3) then do;

model load = b0 + bl*temP;

end;

else do;
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nodel load = bO + bl*tenp + b2*(temp-b3);

end;

output out=two P=P1oad R=Rload;

run;

with the PROC NLIN statement we need to indicate with the method option which

iterative method we wish to use. The parms statement lists the parameters and

assigns them starting values. Also notice the "if' and "else" statements that are

needed because of the knot in the model'

The second nonlinear model that we fit was the two knot piecewise model' The

following SAS code was used in that case'

Iibnane n1in4 v612'c:\l'IIND0WS\Desktop\Marc' ;

data n1in4.net20;

set nlin4.hourl8;

run;

proc nlin data=nIin|.net20 method=DUD;

parms bO=2372.60 b1=-37.99 b2=24'32 b3=I0 b4=20;

if (temp < b3) then do;

nodel load = b0 + bl*tenP;

end;

if ((temp>b3) and (tenp<b4)) then do;

nodel load = bO + bl*temp - bl*(tenp-b3)'

end;

if (tenp>b4) then do;

nodel load = b0 + bl+temP - blx(tenP-b3) + bz*(tenp-b4);

end;
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output out=two P=Pload R=Rload;

run;

Again notice the parms statements along with their starting values' Also notice the

conditional statements used to incorporate the two knots in the model'

For both the pROC REG and PROC NLIN procedures there are many options

that can be used. see the sAS user's guide [11] for details on options available'
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